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Orange Farm Topic.

Question.—What Are the Chief Reasons
for Thorough Cultivation of the Soil?
SOITM PARIS.
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Then and Now.
Id the Maine Farmer of April 19tb,
Auctioneer,
Licensed
appears au article entitled "Then and
ΜΔ1ΝΚ.
SOI Γ» PAWS,
Now" in which dairying of 50 years ago,
Term* Moderate.
with butter at 12 cents a pound, the
cows freshening in spring and going dry
, L. BUCK,
in winter, thus requiring little grain
feed for the year, and what little waa
Surgeon Dentiet,
fetl being produced from the farm, ja
MAINE.
MtlTII PAWS,
mentioned as having been profitable at
«arTantc I.
that time, and the question is submitted
All my l*'-.twor*
as to its practice being altogether bad at
M STEWART, M. D..
the present time.
Replying to your question as to what
my idea is regarding the matter I will
«ay that I agree with Brother Gilbert
Physician and Surgeon,
when he says "With the double per
p<>uud value of the product now as comParts.
South
Maxtiu Block.
pared with then, if the net realized is
uot largely ahead, then it must be that
is
somewhere
present management
» »' JONES
seriously at fault," when the product
sold for 1*2 cents.
Q artist.
I well remember the conditions unMAINE.
SuKrt kV,
der which dairying was conducted 50
to 12—1 to 4.
years ago and 00 years ago as well.
Office Hours—S
Then the herd of cows ranged from 1 to
5 or 0 the latter number being the exr. 8MITU,
* τ
ception. The milk was set in 10 quart
Attorney at Law,
open pans and the cream churned in
MAINE.
But as 1 rean "up and down" churn.
NORWAY,
Collections a Specialty. member it there was no necessity of
Horue Bl-«rk.
making 12 cents per pound for the
A PARK.
product of the cow a basis for determining the profit in keeping her, as in
Attorneys at Law,
the best practice 10 to 18 cents were
The price then, as n»w,
realized.
MAIN*.
ΒΓΓΙΙΕΙ.,
varied on account of quality, and those
RUerv t i'ark.
taon K.llerrlck.
.*
receiving the above price were the best
buttermakers who could make an article
lull Ν «. HARI.nW,
which would keep a year, packed in 40
lb. tubs and sold in winter when no
Attorney at Law,
butter was
made, while an inferior
MAINE
HSniUV
article was, if sold at all, sold at 12
cents, or less.
KU.UT A W'UKELER.
Those old enough will recollect that
when a cow was kept under the above
at Law,
Counsellors
and
Attorneys
conditions at that time, with no real
SOI Til PARIS, M AINE.
market for hay and uo grain fed, that
whatever revenue was derived from her
Alton C. Wheeler.
Jamee s. Wright.
A cow
was generally considered profit.
producing 150 lbs. of butter at 12 cts.
per lb. would pay $18.00 in butter, calf
$4 00, skim milk $3.00 making $25.00
gross. She would eat two tous of hay.
So the hay would be sold to her at $12.00
14 M tin St., Norway, Me.
per ton, which was double the amount
the farmer could have sold it for in aDy
market he had at that time, thus making
the real profit as we now reckon it
I».
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But how is it to-day under modern
and improved management, with butter
at 22 cts. per lb.? The cow which, under
the management of 50 years ago. without graiu feed, would yield 150 lbs. Of
butter annually, would at present if
properly handled, and a daily ratiou of
14 lbs. of hay, 25 lbs. of corn ensilage
(cut in with ears) and 3 lbs. of cottonseed meal fed in two feeds night and
morning, nothing beiug fed at noon, produce at least 200 lbs.
This at 22 cts. per lb. (which is about
would be $44 00; the calf,
an average)
$6.00; the skim milk, $7.00; making a
lier feed, in
^ross revenue of $57.00.
this locality, can be computed as follows:

Llav, $14.00; eusilage, $8.00; cot'onseed
meal, $9.00; making the cost of keeping
$3100
Leaviug a profit of $20.00, and
the farmer lias sold his hay in this case
for $29.00 per ton. The feed as above
figured is for 200 days, and the aiuouuts
cows weighing seven to
are for Jersey
nine hundred lbs. Larger cows would
lequire correspondingly more.
The above figures, as to rations, are

in accordance with my own practice,
followed for years, and results arrived at
are
nothing more than any one can
farmer
At the Beeches, a
secure, and no one should be satisfied
and man of all work arid his wife with any less.
As to having cows freshen in spring
Good wages. Apply to
at the present time, taking their "vacaDr. Charlotte F. Hammond,
tion" in winter, there is no material
Pjris Hill, Maine. objection to the practice as conditions
have so changed that the price of butter
is more uniform than formerly. But if
PARKER'S
this is practiced it will be in the interest
HAIR BALSAM
tad bwmflc· the hair.
|ClaansM
of economy to feet! some grain to sup1
.rt
a luxuriant fruvth.
Never hlla to BmIon Gray I1
plement the pasture feed during the last
H Air to It· Touthful Color.
other
part of the season unless some
Cun* scalp ilitMM a Liair tiling
arrangement has been made for the purpose.—Otis Meatier in Maine Farmer.
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Turning Cattle

to Pastures.

Tbis month the cattle should go into
Reeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Ilemloc\ and Poplar, delivered on care at the pastures and tbis requires some diswould turn a cow out
any Κ. K. Station front Pownal to Bethel, cretion. 1 never
until she had eateu as much of the best
the coming year.
E. W. PEXLEY, \Ve*»t Paris.
hay as she would eat and porhaps a
little grain with it. Then I would know
J. M. DAY, Bryant'» Pond.
that she would uot travel all over the
May 30, 1904.
pasture to iind enough to satisfy her
hunger if the pasture was light, and if
MOLESTER S
she would not eat so much
it was

good

Nuggets
Rooly fountain Tea
Baa

grass as to injure her, as cows, aud some
animals that think they are wiser, will
A Eu»7 MuJioiae for
y Peep!·.
do when they tiud something they like
B-iaç* GviJua Health and Becowed Vigor.
well. Those cows that are to calve soon
A .twdiio forC rwtipation, liidifesuoti. Lire
until
a:i I Ki'lii ν Trouble. Pimple Kczema, Impur*
may do better if kept in the barn
H*adoc!'t
I)
H.i 1 Breu'h. Sluiri;rati Ûowfis,
the calves are 2 or 3 days old, or only
a
; Buck !:·>. It's R'>rky Mountain Tee in tab·
the
close
at
time
out for a short
(>fuuin«* rnudo by allowed
cents α box.
rt.i.
i*f the day. This prevents the danger
fuKi'isv, MMIm·, Wis.
too full before
GCLDE·: ; JCGETS FOR FALLOW PEOPLE of the udder getting
calving, and the possibility of garget
and milk fever. Of course, the chance
of these may be lessened by drawing a
part of the milk before the calf is
dropped, if there is to:> much in the
udder, and there have been remedies
given for milk fever, but "prevention
1» all its etag»· there
is better than cure." The calf need
1 be cieanuucsa.
uot be allowed with the cow while she
Ely's Cream Balm
is at the barn, but turned with her to
suckle, and then taken out of her sight.
cieaim'e.aoothesand bfUa
•he Uoeaicd numbriue.
She will then be less troubled from her
I: .ureecatatrhacddii^ca
anxiety to return to it. If the calf is
««r«y a coid in Ute bead
to be reared by hand, give it new milk
quickly.
as it is taken from tbe cow until it is
Cream Balm !s placed Into the aoatrils, apread·
a week old, theu reduce with sweet skimover the membrane and ia absorbed. Relief la immilk or separator milk until a? 2 weeks
aad a cure follow*, It I· not drying—doe·
old it is getting all skimmilk. After
>t ;>rodnce (needing. Large Siaa, 60 MBta at Drugthat age the skim milk is actually bet*or by mail; Trial Sire, 10 cent· by fliaiL
ter for it than the whole milk, besides
JkLY BKOTUKBS, M Warren Street. New York.
saving the cream. It helps to make
muscle and bone as cream does not.
Until 2 months old the milk should althe same temways be sweet, and of
old
perature as new milk. At a month
stir a little oatmeal porridge iu the milk

Nasal

CATARRH

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

if not oftener and see that
it ha* a chance to get a little grass or
the best of hay. Cold milk or sour milk
come on
may cause tbe scours. If these
.change the oatmeal to wheat flour porridge, or scald the skim milk and let it
cool before giving it. If these fail to
check it, and they will not if tried in
season, give a spoonful of pulverized
charcoal, beaten up in a raw egg.
once a
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The Farm Work.

MORWAY, MAINE.

OLD

CARPETS

ARE VALUABLE

when made into h indaome,
u-rslble. HAND MADE

durable,

re-

RUGS

proceea, any *lae and
varl ty of design.
CoeU lee* and will

Entirely

new

outwear any rut made.
Call and see sample or «end for booklet M.

NOVELTY RUQ CO..
368 Congres· Street,
MAINE.
PORTLAND.

The farm work of the opening season
is now on in full earnest. The working
season is two weeks later than last year,
which gives the farmer that much less
time to prepare tbe land and get the
seed into the ground. It will be hustle
from now on till this part of the season's
work is completed. In our short seasons there never is all the time needed by an active farmer, so that this year
the pressure will be greater than usual,
and tbe advantage of autumn preparation for the work of spring time will be

thoroughly appreciated.

tivation of the soil was for destroying
weeds has been superseded by the modand correct notion that cultivation
of the Boil is primarily for the conservation of soil moisture and soil fertility.
Thorough cultivation of the soil breaks
up the minute tubes by which the
moisture of the soil is transported to
the atmosphere through capillary attraction and renders unavailable fertility
available through being brought in contact with the roots of the plant, as is
not dooe when left uncultivated.
Probably in no direction has so much
made in agricultural
progress beeo
methods in recent years aa in the manipulation of the soil. Formerly it wnq
considered necessary to cultivate the soil
before planting or sowing the crop, to
prepare a reasonably level seed-bed and
to cultivate the soil after a planted crop
came up to destroy weeds.
It is advantageous and even necessary to prepare
a level seed-bed and to destroy weeds,
but these are secondary considerations
The
in the cultivation of the soil.
breaking up of the soil in which elements of fertility are held in compact
form and the breaking of the tubes in
the soil through which water is passed from the soil into the atmosphere,
are of vastly more
importance than the
other reasons stated. Too thorough
preparation of the soil before putting
the seed into it and too frequent cultivation of the soil after a planted crop has
begun to grow, are unknown, and up<>n
these depends the magnitude of the crop
as much as upon the fertilizing material
applied or already in existence in the
soil. The process of cultivation brings
into UBe farm machinery and thereby
enables the farmer to utilize the most
economical means of increasing crop
production, for upon the intelligent
«election of sources of fertility to be
applied to the soil and the uee of farm
machinery depends in a large measure
the success of crop production.
ern

Improve the Flock.

How often we hear A say, "My sheep
have all run out; I have got to idisposo
of them and start a new flock." Β say»,
"I do not keep any sheep, my flock all
rau out and I had to sell them, but intend to buy a few good ones and see if I
will have better success." Now whero
is the trouble? Is it with the sheep or
the shepherd? I claim it is wholly with
the latter. It used to be quite a common practice with the farmers, and is
practiced to quite an extent at the present time, if they had a small, poor lamb
that the butcher would not buy, that
lamb was retained in the flock for a
breeder. Very often it chances to be a
ram lamb not worth more than $1 or
<31.50, and the shepherd neglects to get a
better oue, thinking that will do just as
well to breed to as any.
Now this is all wrong. Why not use
some common sense? It does require
but a very little of Brother Smart's
science to improve a flock of sheep.
Keep the very best ewe lambs from your
very best sheep, and do not let a good
price tempt you to part with them, if
you wish to improve your flock. Dou't
use a poor ram unless you want a poor
flock. It is not what a ram costs, but
the returns, that count. Buy as good a
ram as you can afford, and when you
wish for another, get a still better one;
as I said before, the ram is one-half the
tl>ck. Let any one follow this practice,
with reasonably good feed and care, and
there is no such thing as his flock running out.
Seeing an inquiry in the papers quite
often for a remedy for stretches, or indigestion in sheep, I will give mine,
which I have never known to fail: Epsom salts, one-half cup; ginger, one
teaspoon; extract peppermint, two teaspoons; if not relieved in one or two
hours, repeat dose.—Cor. in Maine
Farmer.
sneep my wen.
much interested in the
sheep department of the Farmer. I live
on the farm that my grandfather and
father owned before me, and there has
always been a small flock of sheep as far
back as I can remember.
Our sheep are very high grade Sbropsbires, having used registered bucks fur
many years. We winter from 20 to 25.
We sheared 150 lbs. of wool from 19
sheep about three weeks ago, only two
pounds short of eight pounds apiece. A
3-year-old that sheared ten and one-half
pounds dropped a lamb a few days ago
that weighed 14 pounds when he was
twelve hours old.
A few years ago, as we have three
pastures, we tried the experiment of
dividing our flock, putting eome in each
I am

very

pasture, and

we were so

well

pleased

with the result that we have followed
the practice ever since. A pasture that
is stocked with all the cattle it will
carry will take a half dozen sheep in
addition, and the pasture will be un-

injured.

We have our lambs dropped the middle of April; let them run with their
mothers until the last of August, and
then take them off and turn them into a
field for two months. We usually keep
from four to six of the best ewe lambs,
sell from two to four of the best rams
for breeders, and seldom get less than
$4 a head from the butcher for the
balance.
The dog law certainly is not what it
should be to encourage the sheep industry.—Cor. in Maine Farmer.

Apple Trees a Good Investment.
We suggested a few weeks ago that
planting fruit trees was a good invest-

for spare
money. J. Warren
a noted commission man of Boston, and secretary of the National
Apple Shippers' Association, told the
Hampshire-Franklin fruit growers the
other day that the demand for apples
was growing, and he advised young
men to stay on the farm and plant orment

Patch,

chards.

We have before referred to a fine Ben

Davis orchard near Monmouth Center.
This orchard is owned by Miss Carrie
Marston, and contains flve and five-

April iatb,
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"Well, what's the racket anyhow,
Chris';" demuuded Shockley lazily ulter
Cross Kyes, trying to get rid of the
Invitation to the festivities, hud sputtered switch English live minutes at
him.
"Ve g»t Chrismus by us."

explained

Chris desperately.
"Christinas." repeated Shockley grimly. "Christmas. Why, mau. Christ-

mas dou't come nowhere on earth In
January. You want to wlud up your
Where'd you get them
calendar.
shoes'/"
"Dollar sefenty-vlfe."
"Where?"
"ltubedo."
"Aud don't you know a switchman
oughtn't to put his feet in flatboats:
Don't you know some day you'll get
your foot stuck in a tongue or a guard :
Then where'll you be, Dutch, with a
string of flats rolling dowu on you.
eh 7"
However, Chris stuck for his request.
He wouldn't take no for an answer.
Next day he tired Shockley out.
"Well, for God's sake let up, Chris,'·
said the yardmaster at lust. "I'll come
down awhile after 23 comes In. Get
back early after supper, aud we'll
make up 35 and let the rest go."

L_™_J
Cupirriukt,
CuituriuM. 1900, by 8. 8.
MeClurc Co.
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tires bit, and slowly jbe sent the
long tralu of steel down on Chris'
switch. He beard the frosty flanges
grinding on the face of the rails as be
tried to loosen bis foot.
Coolly, tirst like a confident man in a

with alarm running
quicksand,
into frigbt; but there was time enough
Tbe bead car was four or five lengths
above the switch and coming very,
very slowly, heavylike and squeaking
stitliy under its load, yet coming, and
be wrenched barder, but bis foot stuck.
Then be yelled for Sbockley. Shockley had gone over to open the caboose
switch. Shock ley couldn't hear, and he
soon

knew It, and he yelled again.
The sweat broke over him as be turned and twisted. The grip of the frog
seemed to stifle blm. Half tbe time
Tbe near truck wheels
was gone.
screeched two car lengths away, and
the switchman played bis last card.
Time and time again Sbockley had told
him what to do if that moment came in
the night—had told him to throw his
lamp in the ulr like α rocket But Chris
bad forgotten all thut till the lint dropped heavily on tbe tongue In front of
him. Then be threw his lamp like a
rocket high Into the night.

Γ

.·«

prairie dog.

Theu tLero was only the westbound
freight. 50, to make up with the Fort
Kawlins stuff un J the Cherry Creek
steel, which was "rush," and a few
curs of lie.·» dung on behind on general
principles. It was quick work now—
sorting and moving the bridge steelhalf an hour for au hour's work, with
the north wind waking at the clatter
and sweeping a bank of cloud and sund
across the valley.
Sliockley and Chris
uud the goat crew put at it like black
auto. There was releasing and setting
and kicking and splitting, and once in
awhile a ll.ving switch dead against the
rubrics, and at last the whole train of
steel was in Hue, clean as the links oi
a sprocket and ready to run in on th«·

house track for the caboose.
Tor that run Chris set the east huuse
track switch, crossed the track and
swung a great circle with his lamp for
the baih. To get over to the switch
again he stalled to recross the track.
In the t'a; k his ankle turned ou a lump
of coal. lie recovered lightly, but the
misstep sent his other foot wide, and
with a bit of a jolt Uubedo's new shoe

slipped into the frog.
Up the track he heard a roll of
stormy cough.» from the engine gathering push to shave the striug of Hats
down. They were coming toward him,
over the spot where he stood, on his
signal, and he quietly tried to loosen
bis heid.

The engine's drivers let go, and she
roared a steaming oath, and Chris
could hear it, but he was glad, for his
heel would uot work quietly out of the
frog; it stuck. Then the engineer, unruffled, pulled at his sand lever, and
his engine snorted again, and her drlv·

Tlie Die of

SCOTT λ NWK, "VSS'iSS·"

Irlith Bioa·
a

The only «ouml «κι» hie brcathituj.
No help came. He raised his arms
frantically above bis head, and hie
criée cut the wind. Desperate at last.
Le threw himself flat, to lie outside the
rail to save all but a foot, but the frog
held him aud crying horribly he struggled back to his feet, only to sink again
half crazy to the grouud. As bis senses
left blm he was hardly aware of a
stinging pain In his foot, of a wrench
at his leg, an instant arm around his
neck and his yardmaster's voice in his
ear.

"Jump!" screamed Shockley.

Chris scrambled frantically on the
deadly rails, unable to Jump, felt himself picked from the ground, heard a
choke In the throat at his ear, and he
was flung like a drawbar through the
dark.
Shockley had passed a knife
blade from vamp to sole, slit the Russian's clumsy shoe, jerked his foot
from It and thrown him bodily Into the
clear.

Chrle staggered panting to his feet.
Already the steel was moving slowly

the switch. He heard the sullen
pounding of the trucks on the contact.
A lantern, burning yet, lay on Its side

over

It was Shockley's
the stand.
lamp. Chris looked wildly arouud foi
his yardmaster, called out. called
Shockley's name, listened. No scream,
no groan, no cry, no answer, no sound,
but Just the steady pounding of the
near

The little
wheels over the contact.
switchman screamed again lu a frenzy
and, turning, raced stumbling up the
track to the cab. He H\. ung into It and
by signs made the engineer shut off.
He tried to talk and only stammered a
lingo of switch pidgin aud the name of
Shockley. They couldn't understand It
all, but they shut off with faces pinched and sallow, threw open the furnace
door and, grabbing their lanterns, ran
back. The fireman, on his knees, held
his lamp out under the fiat that span,
ned the contact. He drew, shrinking,
back and, rising, started on the run

the
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Spider^WaterJ

ilcClure Co.

the depot to rouse Cal]ahan.
It «vas Callahan who pulled the pin
a moment later, Chris shivering like a
It was Callahan
rabbit at his side.
who gave the slow pull ahead order

tore the door off a box car, and

Food Ml

u a

medicine chest of the old fashioned
housewife, who pin» her faith to its
healing proper ties for colds, sore
throats, etc. On the coast where the
moss Is gathered and also iu the majority of Irish families the moss is boiled,
strained, boiled again with lemon juice
and sugar, until it is of the consistency
of sirup. It is taken hot, a teaspoonful
at a time, and is said to be a very good
remedy for the maladies referred to.
The Indiaus use the ashes of seaweed
for grauular swellings. It is also used
by the Chinese, and so highly is it prized by them both ns a medicinc and a
food that it Is gathered in some parts
of the Pacific coast, principally at Monterey. and sent buck to China.
The supply of seaweed of every description seems inexhaustible, as that
pulled or reaped from the rocks Is replaced by another and a more luxuriant
growth the following year. Un the Atlantic coast It is harvested ouly during
the months from June to August, but
at Monterey It i ; gathered every day all
the year around. -Leslie's Weekly.

Servian Swineherd.
In any Servian village there Is only
one swineherd, and he leads all the
pigs of the coinmuuity. In the morning be goes through the streets blowing his born, and the pigs come out of
their own accord and fall In behind
him and follow him to the pasture. At
night he brings them home, and they
disperse to their sties in the same orderly way as they pass the houses to
#

The

They require no
which they belong.
attention and no singling out.
Fuzrlcrt.

"Are you the proprietor of this resta '.i;\i::t?"' said the man who had waited for bis order until he liecatne sleepy.
"Yes, sir. What can I do for you?"

Ν
by map

or

anil tied up tne uiaiu nut* tw mu
weeks ami set us crazy, for we were already losing our grip ou the California
business, but ut that time
fast

by

freight
Hailey was su'ieriuteudeat of bridges

tbe West End.
Ills father was a section foreman.
Wbeu Uailey was a kid—a mere kidhe got into Brodie's office duiug errands. hut wheuever he saw a draftserman at work he was no good for
a
rands. At such times he went all into
that eouii! neither he
mental

on

name.

But If you should happen anywhere
on the West End to sit among a gang
of bridge carpenters, or get to confidence with a bridge foreman, or find
the eprlugy side of a roadmaster's
heart, then you might hear all you
wanted about the Spider water, maybe
more; anyway full plenty, as Halley
used to say.
The Sioux named It, and, whatever

tangle
nor kicked out of 1Û..1. though
both were conscientiously tried by old

thrashed

may be thought of their Interpretation
of Scriptural views on land grabbing,
no man with sense ever attempted to
Improve on their names for things,
whether birds or braves or winds or

waters—they know.
Our general managers hadn't always
sense—tliis may seem odd, but on the
system it would excite no comment—

and one of them countenanced a shameful change in the name of the Spider
water. Some poiytechnical idiot at a •
safe distance dubbed It the Big Sandy,
and the Big Sandy It Is to this day on
map and In folder, but not in the lingo
of trackmen nor the heart of the Sioux.
Don't say Big Saudy to trackmen and
hand out a cigar. It will not go. Say
Spider water without any cigar, and
If
you will get a word and a stool and,
y:>u ask it, line cut.
Tlie Spider water—although ours Is
the pioneer line—was there when we
first bridged It. It4» probably as old
as sundown and nothing like as pretty.
The banks—it has none to speak of;
its stones—they are whiskered; Its bed
—full of sand burs. Everything about
the villain stream hae u dilapidate, broken down air. The very mud of the

I· a Common Spring Trouble.
If· a sign that the blood is deficient
Il
fast u pimple· and other

vitality,
eruption· in alga· that

tho blood

la Impure.
company surgeon coming on a special
Ifa a warning, too, which
ahead of 51).
fall to heed.
They twisted tourniquets Into his haaardooa
quivering flesh, and -with the light dying In his eyes they put whisky to his
lips. But he turned his head and spit it
from his mouth. Then he looked from

only

tho

Hood's SarsaparUla

face to face about blm—to the engineer
and to the fireman and to Uttle Chris
and to Callahan—and his lips moved.
Chris bent over him, but try as be
would he could not catch the words.
"Block-block," Bald Shockley's llpe.
And Shockley died.
They lifted the mattress Into the bagIt a
gage room. Callahan drew over
crumpled sheet. A lantern left burned
on the checking desk, but the men. except Chris, went their ways. -Chris
hung irresolute around the open door.
The special pulled in, and with the

and PiUs

it, giro new life, new oourend animation.
,*trength
•L
They oleanae tho blood ood elan tho
complexion.
Aooept no enhetttote.
Tt

ΛΟΤΟ

•I Ml tiied all the Mme eat eoold no»

•Imp. Aflat taking Hoof· SermpevUia
the tired
• while I oooM ilap wen end
iMllac hod toaa IM· peat Mdktne fee»
aleo oared m et mrelate.- Mu α M.
Hood Ό

■amaMreojpremtooo

to*

man

befjre or

for that work. All Brosince he
die knew, all the Indians knew, a'l
that a life's experience, eating, living,
watching, sleeping with Hie bi.,' river
had taught him, that Uailey knew, and
when Brodie's bridge went out Uailey
was ready with his new bridge for the
Spider water which should be better
than Brodie's. just as he was better
It was to he such a
than Brodie.
bridge us Brodie's bridge, with the tire
water left out. And the plans for a
Howe truss, two pier, two abutment,
three span, pneumatic caisson bridge
to span the Big Sandy river were submitted to headquarters.
But the cost! The directors jumpeu
their table when they saw the thru res.
We were being milked at that time-to

bluntly, being sucked, worst
put
thau lemons—by a Wall street el it jut
tlmt robbed our gt>«<l road, shaved our
It

ealaries. Impoverished our equipment
and cut our maintenance to the quick.
They talked economy and studied piraIn the matter of appropriations
cy.
for themselves they were freebooters;
were thrifty as men of
for us.

they
Hnmellu town.

When Halley demandthousand guilders for his Spider
said
water bridge they laughed aud
He couldn't do
"Come, take fifty."

der.
Brodic went at it right, lie tried not
to inake friends with the Spider, for
nobody could do that, but to get acquainted with it. For this he went tc
its oldest neighbors, the Sioux. Brodie
spent weeks and weeks up the Spidei
water hunting, summers, and with the
Sioux he talked Spider water and draufc
fire water. That was Brodie's shame—

«1

Brodie talked cloudbursts up councame, times. nn<!oi
clear skies. and the Slour miked π

try, for the lloods

silence. Ho suggested an u-bu •per:-d
Inlet from some mount:ii?i strom
which maybe, times, sent It.* stnrm water over h low divide Into the Sp'tVr,
and the red men shruggc' their face.i
As a last resort and In ('jepenitlon he
hinted at the devil, ami the skeptics
took a quick brace with as much a.; tc
say, now you are talking, and muttered

very bad medicine.
Then they gave him the lu;!I:m stnfl
about the Spider water, took hln
away up where once a party of Puwnei?
had camped in the dust of the rlvei
bed to surprise the Sioux and told
Brodie how the Spider, more suddei 1
than buck, fleeter than pony, hr.d com<
éown in the night and surprised th<

Into th< 1

wells feathers of the grouse they show

a

■

Buck.:, superintendent, and Callahan,
assistai, aud Halley, superintendent
of brn ges. am! after, Halley went once
more to geu'jral headquarters lugging
all his estimates revised and all his
estlplans refigured. All his expense
mates outside the Spider bridge and

other point were slight, because
could skin along with lees
than
anybody ever in charge of
money

one

Burks read out α lot of Ftuff that
didn't touch our end, and theu he read
this paragraph:
"The mountain and the iuteriuouu-

tain divisions are hereby consolidated
under the name of the mountain diF. Bucks as superinvision. with
at
Medicine
tendent. headquarters
Bend. C. T. Callahan is appointed assistant superintendent of the new di-

vision."
"Good boy!" roared E I Peeto, straining his ears.
"\Ve!l. well, we!!." sr.ld llafley. opening his eyes, "hero's promotions right

«nd left."
"H. P. Agnew is appointed superin
tendent of bridges of the new division
with headquarters at Omaha, vice P. C.
Hailey," Bucks reail on. with some lit-

tle surprise growing into a shock. Tlten
he read fast, looking for some further
mention of Ilaiiey—Hailey promoted,
transferred, assigned—but there was
no further mention of Hailey in gen-s
eral order No. 14. Bucks threw down
the order lu a silence. Ed Peeto broke
out first.
"Who's H. P. Canoe?"
"When 111»» deuce Is he?" roared lid.

Nobody answered; uolntdy knew. Η ticks
attempted to talk: ('allab.iu lit his pipe,
but Ed Pecto stared at Ilailey like a
drunken man.
"Did you hear that?" he snorted
his superior.
Ilailey nodded.
"You're on !" stormed Peeto.
Ilailey nodded. The bridge foreman
took his pipe from his mouth and dashed it Into the stove. He got up and
etiwuped acrosH to the window und wan
like to have sworu the glass out before

Ilailey spoke.
"I'm glad we're up to high water at
the Spider, Bucks," said he at last
"When they get in the Peace river

as befitted a very
end of a swell and
received Halley with a considerate dlgnity unknown on our end. He llsteued
carefully to the superintendent's statement of the necessities at the Big Sanriver. The amount looked large, but

The new

big man,

president,

was no

dy

•

I
medicine or no medicine. Arn^ful
fire wa
the
then
it
lasted;
seven year
Scotchmar •
ter spoke for the wicked
the nlgbl
and he himself went out into
wrecl 1
if mi after he died, miserable
man, th 1
of a man. and of a very great
brUig 9
Spider woke aud took hie papky

Nobody

bear the telling over at the cottage;
nobody wanted to imagine the scene.
whistle
As No. 2's mellow chime
saw
rolled down the gorge they
hi*
ilailey coming out of his house,
wife looking after bim and two little
girls tugging at his arms as he hurried
old Denis behind, his head

along;
doA-u, carrying the boy's shabby valise,
had
trying to understand why the blow
the bridge work. He did it by keeplug fallen.
a
everything up; not a sleeper, not
(το BsooramnBhJ
spike—nothing got away from blm.

Hailey

■

himself/said Brodie

back to Medicine Bend to rest up a bit
and get acquainted with their families.
Peeto was ho deaf he couldn't hear
himself swear, and Hailey looked ragged and thin, like the old depot, but

It was the one subject on which you gested Bucks.
get a rise out of Halley any time,
"Ed," Ilailey raised his voice at the
day or night-the two pier, two abut- foreman, "will you get those stay
ment, three span, pneumatic caisson bolts and chuck them into the baggage
Spider bridge. He would talk Spider car for me on No. 1!? I'm going
bridge to a Chinaman. His bridge over to Uio house for a minute." He
foreman. Ed Peeto, a staving big ond forgot to answer Bucks. They knew
eyed French Canadian, actually had what It meant. Ile was bracing himbut two ideas in life—one was Halley, self to tell the folks before he left
the other the Spider bridge. When the them. Preparing to explain why he
management changed again, when the wouldn't have the Sunday at home
eo
with the children. Preparing to tell
pirates were sent out on the plank
at their
many good men had walked
the wife—and the old man—that he
command, aud a great and public was out. Out of the railroad system he
spirited man took control of the sys- had given hi< life to beip build up and
water
tem, Ed Peeto kicked his little
make what it was. Out of the position
spaniel lu a frenzy of delight. "Now, be bad climbed to l>y studying like a
SiK)rt, old boy," he exclaimed riotously, hermit and working like a hobo. Out
"we'll get the bridge!"
—without criticism or allegation or reathere were many long confèr- son—simply. like a «log, out.
is
at division headquarters between
ent
at the Wickiup wanted to

cnrrle< 1
ed Brodie how the current
the argument, eupi>urted by a mass
Three
them always across the well—ever]
of statistics, was convincing.
♦imn
and always, Brodie notlcedbridges In ten years, and the California
fast freight business lost twice. Halsoutheast. Then Bnnlie made Hailej
new
wellet 1
ley's budget called, too, for a
dig uiuuy holes, aud the Spider
note
Into them, aud he threw In bite of
bridge at the Peace river-ami a good
but al one. Give him these, he said in effect,
books and tobacco wrappers,
1
and he would guarantee the worst
ways they traveled southeast—ahvayi
.'iro
stretch on the system for a lifetime
the same-aud a bigger fool than
was al 1
die could nee that the water
against tie-up disasters. Hailey stayed
But whei 1 over to await the decision, but he was
underground.
only
there,
the
th< >
always in a hurry, and he haunted
did it rise? asked Brodie. When
told
An< 1
Chinook spoke, said the Sioux.
general offices until the president
th<
him he could have the money. To Haiwhy? persisted Brodie. Because
An< 1
the Sioux.
said
this meant, particularly, the bridge
woke,
ley
Spider
thi » of his dreams. The wire flashsd the
Brodie went out of the camp of
at
word to the West End. Everybody
Sioux wondering.
whicl 1 the Wickiup was glad, but Ed Peeto
And he planned a new bridge
the Chinook and the Spl
burued ml fire, and his little dog

should stand

dle of September the masonry was
crowding high water mark and tbe following Saturday Hailey uud Peeto ran

cult Id

the wind.

der and the de*U

and Peeto, very profane, wltb all and
several tlielr traps aud slaves and belongings, moved Into construction beadquarters at the Spider, and tbe first
air lock ever sunk west of tbe Missouri
closed over the heads of tall Hailey aud
big Ed Peeto. Like a swarm of ants
the brldgeworkers cast tbe refuse uj>
The blowpipes
out of the Spider bed.
never slept; night aud day tbe saud
streamed from below, and Halley's
caissons, like armed cruisers, sunk foot
by foot toward the rock. By the mid-

Itself for a
auythlng else, and he built a fifty guil* work the division will run
der bridge to bar the Spider's crawl. year."
"ilailey," Bucks spoke slowly, "I
It lasted really better than the average
never could doa't need to tell you what I think, do
since
and
Hailey
bridge,
he I? it's a sliauie. But it's what I'vt
get a thousand guilders at once
know»
kept drawing fifty at a time and throw- said lor a year—nobody ever
what Otunba will do next"
ing them annually at the Spider.
But the dream of Ills life—this we all
Ilailey rose to his feet. "Where you
knew and the Sioux would have said going. Phil?" asked Bucks.
"Oolng back to the Spider on No. 2."
the Spider knew—was to build a final
"Not going back this morning! Why
bridge over the Spider water, a brldgt
don't you wait for No. 4 tonight?" sugto throttle it for all time.

the Are water.
But he was pawky, and he chinned
unceasingly the braves and the medicine men about the uncommonly queei
water that took the bridges so fastthe river that month In and mouth oui
couldn't squeeze up water enough tc
baptize a pollywog and then of a sudden and for a few days would rage like
the Missouri, restore to the desert Its
own and living image and leave our be
wlldercd rails hung up either side in

dropping

Spider.

was

Then cam β to the West End u masterful man, a Scotchman, pawky and
hard. Brodie was his name, an Edinburgh man, with no end of degrees, und
master of every one. Brodie came to
be superintendent of bridges on the
western division and to boss every water course on the plains aud in the
mountains. But the Spider water took
a fall even out of Brodie. It swept out
a Ilowe tru^.s bridge for Brodie before
he got his bag uupucked, aud thereafter Brodie. who was reputed not to
care a stringer for anybody, did not
conceal a distinct respect for the Spi-

And

Β io-

himself, showed still a light in the
wreck by molding Ilailey to his work.
For one day. said Bro !!e iu his heart,
this boy shall be mailer of thiwe
bridges. When I am rot he will be here
what I ought to have been—this Irish
boy—aud they will say he was Urouie's
And better than any of these
man.
dough heads they send me out, better
than any of their eastern graduates he
shall be. If he was made engineer by a
drunkard. And Ilailey was belter—far,
far better than the graduates, bettei
than Brodie. and to Uailey came die

Stronger than any

ras.

water.

Superintendent

Two extra office·

essigned to Hailey, and be
took bis place wltb those wbo sported
wlndowH and ctiKpidors—In a word, bad
departments in tbe service. Old Denis
were now

dic, and Hi ο iie. since he could do nothhim
ing else Willi him, finally kicked
Immensely happy.
Into learning to read—and to cipher,
Sunday morning counted u little even
Brodie called it. Theu by ninl by Uaiiu tbe mountains. It was at least
then
a cake
ley got an old table and part of
feet on the tables i:j*
be- u day to get your
himself
and
himself,
iuk
India
of
in Bucks' office and smoke Callahan's
some
with
and
soon,
came a draftsman,
tobacco, which was enough to make
cursing from Brodie and η "Luk a' a man bless Callahan if be did forget
that now!" from his paralyzed daddy,
bis Maker.
Sunday mornirgs Bucks
became chief draftsman in Urodie's ofwould get out the dainty, pearl handled
«
Uaifice. Ilailey was uo col leg man.
Wosteubolui that Lilllenfeld. the big
ou
ley was a Brodie man. Single mind
San Francisco spirit shipper, left ansiugie mind, concentration absolute.
nually for him at the Bend, aud open
Mathematics, drawing, bridges, brains
the U. It. B. mail and read the news
—that was Uailey. But uo classics exaloud for the benetlt of Callahan and
a classic.
was
himself
who
cept Brodie,
Hailey and such hangers on as 1'ecto
All that Brodie knew Hailey had from
and an occasional stray dispatcher.
Ilaiweak
was
Brodie
where
him, und
"Hello!" exclaimed Bucks, chucking
ley was strong, master of himself. a nine inch official manila under the
he
was
the
image
When Brodie shamed
"Here's α general order—No.
table.
made in Hailey hid the shame best he
14"could—though never touched or made it
Tbe boys drew their briers like one.
his own-and Brodie, wh » hated even

time to wrestle the

money than all the water courses

was no

Uailey and

man

Pawnees, and so well that the nen
I
morning there wasn't enougtk materia
information.
some
me
"You can give
left for a scalp dunce.
I want to know whether you have tolc
They took Brodie out Into the rattj
the waiter to stay away so that you
bed himself, and when he said heai 1
can bring bi a bill for lodgings agaiust
dry and said no water they laughed
me?"
Indianwise, and pointed to the sand
Scooping little wells with their hands 1
1
they showed him the rising aud th<
filling; the Instant water where btfori

That
Tired Feeling

■*

uuuuuuuu'unuuuu
OT officially; I don't preYou
tend to say that
might travel the West
End from fresh watei
to ealt—aad we dip intc
both—without ever locating the Spider yatei

it wag <llil>rcnt.

lia Hey went very near crazy. He resigned ne section boot aud took a place
at smaller wages In tbe bridge carpenter's gang so be coaid work on tbe
boy's bridge, and Ed Peeto, savage
wltb responsibility. strutted around tbe
Wickiup like a cyclops.
For a wonder tbe bridge material
came in fast, the Spider stuff first, and
early in tbe summer Hailey, very quiet,

FRANK H.
SPEARMAN

Story

together from the Missouri to the Sier-

Medicine.

By

"Roadmaster's

more

Irisb moss is used us a foundation for
many desserts iu the dietary kitchens
where especial dishes are prepared for
invalids. An authority on the question
of seaweeds states that scurvy, the
dread of sailors, caused by the absence
of potash In the salt meat which forms
a part of every ship's provisions, would
be ameliorated by the liberal use of sea
moss Jelly, whieh Is rich in potash.
Irish uioss has always a place la the

ifor

They laid him on Callahan's mattress
in the waiting room, and the men
•tood all about him, but the only
sound was his breathing, and Inside
under the lamp the receiver, clicking,
clicking, clicking, of Bucks and the

every
package of Scott'e Emulsion.
a fish on his bnck
The
i^n with
1b our trade-mark, and It le a
guarantee that Scott's Emulsion will do all that Is claimed
for it. Nothing better for lung,
t hroat or bronchial troubles in
infant or adult. Scott'e Emulsion Is one of the greatest flesbbuilders known to the medical
world.
W*Uam4ymι « aampU Am

again

VALUE OF SEAWEEDS.

they got him on. They carried him unevenly, stumbling, over to the depot

on

his cap

u»ttnunnun»nntt»\

little lower, buttoned close bis reefer,
looked at bis bandaged foot, picked up
bis lamp and started home.
It was dark, aud the wind from the
north was bitter, but be made a great
detour into the teeth of it—around by
water Is rusty.
tbe coal chutes, a long way round, a Spider
So our people bridged It, and the troueast
the
of
from
tbe
frog
long way
ble began. A number of matters bothhouse track switch—and the cold stung
our pioneer management!*—Indiered
At
on.
bis face as he limped heavily
outlaws, cabinet officers, congreslast by tbe ice bouse be turned south ans,
sional committees and Wall street magand, reaching the face of the bench,
nates—but at one time or another our
paused a moment, hesitating on the
folks managed all of them. The only
side of the earthen stairs. It was very
thing
they couldn't at any time satiswalked
he
slowly
bit
a
(lark. After
manage was the Spider water.
factorily
his
of
down and pushed open tbe door
after
bridge ^hey threw across
Bridge
dugout. It was dark Inside and cold.
it and into it. Year after year the SpiThe fire was out. The children were
der water toyed with our civil engiasleep. The woman was asleep.
neers and our material department.
He sat down in a chair aud put out
One man at Omaha given to asthma
his lamp. There was no Christmas that
and statistics estimated between spells
Russia.
night In Little
that the Spider water had cost 11s

some

place this label

easily
light, only pulled

a

breathing.
Some carried the headlight back, and

we

While any one talked Chris
wouid listen, silent and helpless, just
listening. And when Bucks bad gone
upstairs, aud the surgeon bad gone upstairs, and Callahan, tired and sick, had
sat
gone upstairs, and only the operator
under his lamp at the table, Chris stood
back in the gloom in front of tbe stove
and poked stealthily at tbe fire. When
it blazed he drepped big chunks of
smutty coal in on it and wiped hia
frostbitten nose with the back of hia

listened.

did not

that cut the train In two at the frog
and Callahan who stepped, wavering,
from the gap that opened behind the
receding flat—back from something between the rails—back to put his hands
blindly out for the target rod and unktvadlly upon It. He heard Shockley

Tor Vour Protection

warrant for Sbockley,vbut Shockley's
warrant hud been served.
After the others bad gone Bucks and
Callahan aud the surgeon talked together In the waiting room, and Chris,
hanging by, blear eyed and helpless,
looked from one to tbe other; showed
his foot when Callahan pointed and sat
patient while tbe surgeon stitched the
slit where Shockley's blade bad touched the bone. Then he stood again und

a

bacco upon It and rolled bis cigarette,
lie tucked it between his lips. It was
company for the silence, and he could
more
stop the listening. But he

out came

ways with oue smoky eye on Shockley's
lamp. until 23 was wrecked clean to the
caboose, and the switch engine shot
down the main Hue with the battered
way car in her claws like a hawk with

spoke

tern.
"What was bis name?"
"Sbockley. Know him?"
"Me? No. I guess not." He walked away with his valise and drew bis
coat up in the wind that swept tbe platform. "I guess I don't want b!m," be
"I guess tliey
muttered to himself.
And lie
don't want him—not now."
went back to the mau and asked when
He had
a train left again for Chicago.

Chris drew his cap low, pulled mechanically from his pocket a time table,
tore off a strip and, holding It carefully
of toopen, sprinkled a few clippings

Iiuwlins depot and a batch of brldgo
isteel they had been waiting two week:
for, mostly Cherry Creek stuff. eleveL
cars of It.
The minute the tired englue was cut
off the long train up ran the little
switch engine and snapped at the headless monster like a coyote.

Out came the eon] with a elatter
the depot stuff with u sheet
of flume through the goat's flues, shot
here, shot there, shot yonder, flying
down thts spur aud down that aud the
other, like stones from a catapult, and
the tough connected, smut faced, blear
eyed yard engine coughed aud snorted
and spit u shower of sparks aud soot
aud cinders up into the Christmas air.
She darted and dodged and Jerked and
bucked up and down and across the
lead and never for a fraction of a second took her eye off Shockley's lump—
thlverlng and clnuging aud bucking
with steam and bell and air, but al-

shoes wringing lire from her heela m
ah· slowed Backs and a man following
close sprang from the step of the coach.
Callahan met them; shook his head.
Twenty minutes later 59 whistled for
the yard, bat in the yard all was dark
One man got off 50 that
and still.
eight. Carrying bis little valise in bis
band, be walked in and ont of the depot, banging on tbe edges of the grouping men,' who still talked of tbe accident. After bearing he walked alone
into tbe baggage room and, with his
valise In bis band, drew back the edge
of the sheet and, standing, looked.
Afterward he pansed at the door and
to a man who was fixing α lan-

dirty band.

iu the sand lilils.
Shockley after eupper, suug iu a pea
jacket aud a storm cap, rode with ths
switch engine down from the roundhouse. Chris, in his astrakhan reefei
and turban, walking over from tho dug
out In ltubedo's new shoes, flipped the
footboard ut the stockyurd with utmost
.'he roll of Shockley lihnself.
Happily for Christmas Iu Little Kus
«la 23 pulled In on time, but it was Ioiij
mid heavy that night. It brought coal
and ties and the stuff for the Fori

good

In a hurried season there always is
danger of careless and indifferent prepcarefully the
aration. This should not be, for if need woods, and by following came at last
down the direction taken by the fox,
out
to
better
will
be
it
be,
where he
It Is known to the entrance to the den
acres than slight the work.
lamb.
indifferent prepara- found aboet half the body of the
that
farmers
all
by
for some time he oame to
tion is sure to result in reduced yield of After digging
the den, where he fonad eight young
the crop.
foxes, all of wbleh ware captured.

*
0

SPEAR-MAN
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*

It was a pretty n!ght; pretty enough
over the yard for anybody's Christmas
Julian or Gregorian—no snow, but a
uioon, and a lull oue, rising early ονβι
the Arikaree bluffs and a frost that bit
itud spaikied and the uorth wlud asleep

be

Many men who live near the seashore in Gouldsboro, Me., keep sheep,
and the town has been called npon
for
many times to pay large amounts
sheep and lajabs killed by dogs. This
spring Henry Crane has been losing
many lambs and at last kept u sharp
watch to see what waa happening to
them. He saw a large red fox kill a
lamb and drag the body off to the

!

>
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er

what a young orohard properly
for will do for its owner. No

profitable investment
found than planting an orohard

j

] j

\
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just

more

ijI

Τ—:
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The trees were set eighacres.
teen years ago, and have been in full
bearing for several years. The crop of
1905 was sold a few days ago to F. H.
Morse of Greene, 278 bbls. for 91,160.
It had previously borne fruit enough to
more than pay for the land, trees and
care up to date, and these trees have
but
begun their usefulness. This

A sheep keeper declares that when a
In this age ot experiment the reported
the dollars
man succeeds with sheep,
is
his farm rolls performance of a Michigan farmer
and
his
in
pockets
jingle
to worth trying. He was working his
out big crops. There ia not likely
in connection with an effort to
be a serious drop in prosperity for sheep
and kill Canada thistles. He pnt aome salt
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- :heep men. Trusts may collapse but aa near the crown of each thistle as
monopolies be crowded to the wall,
In this way the sheep were
ing year. Correspondence solicited. the
farm that is well trampled by poesible.
induced to eat the thistles close to the
H. D. COLE,
solid,
profitable
will
be
good,
sheep
It la seldom nsosssary to deal
Bryant's Pond, Me. property and panics need not worry the ground.
with the oase the seoond year.
owner.
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eighths

cared

Democrat.

Oxford

The

ate r.iftietinakes.
Tho old «hack of a depot building
that served :tx division headquarters at
Medicine Beuil we cal let- the Wickiup.
Everybody in It was crowded for room.
and Iîail.y, Wîiose :bare wa.* what
out of
was left. Usui haul worn to keep

Sport"

the waste pv^t.

But right away now

rbhlas For IkM».
When sheep were tiret introduced
Into Cornwall, Eugland, a flock which
bad strayed from the uplands ou to
Gwlthlau sands were caught there by
the tide and ultimately carried Into
St. Ives bay during the night. There
the floating flock was observed from
the St. Ives fishing boats, whose crews,
never having seen sheep, took them for
some new kind of flsb and did their
best to secure them both by hooks a ad
line.4 ami by netting. Those they micured they brought home trlumphaatly
uext morning as a catch to which even

pilchards

were as

Λ

nothing.

Polltlcluu'· Vr'ir.

Somebody suggests t'.iat the boy who
ran

away from home liecauae be didn't

of a
get enough pie has the instinct.i
great politician. Wrong. The politician
would have stayed at house, stolen the
bad
pit» and made his mother think she
uateu it herself.—Philadelphia North
American.
The Walt or.
Dlaer— I» it customary to tip the
Walte*
waiter In this restaurant?
Why—ah—yes. sir. Diner—Tlien ban I
Pve wailed tbrce-quarton
ne a tip.
of.au hour for that «teak I ordered.

m

Wert Paris,
Mr. and Mrt. Dexter Bridgham, reeent-1
Albert 1. Palier hea moved hi* family
Oxford
emocrat,
from Trap Corner to the Thnrlow place lj married in Boston, ere visiting his sla1ΉΕ DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN
in South Woodstock, whioh he ha· re- ter, Mra. Fred Reoord.
13βϋ ID TUKSDATS.
Electric lights are being plaoed lo C.
cently purchased.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
la ill with the 8. Ohllds' store, and street lights on
Mrs. John Brook
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, MAT 22, 1906.
measles.
High Street. Odd Fellows' Hall la to be
Peri· NHL
Hezekiah Parrar ia painting hi· house. lighted. G. W. Tilton la doing the
Mra. Ο. K. Yates baa been visiting her work.
■r. and Mrs. Κ. N. Prince have return1·»· I· O. Ttylor.Mitor nieoe, Mrs. Charlea Dunham, at South
ATWOOD Λ FORBES,)
Ch,Brofc·
ed from wintering in Florida.
Sa»d*y u 10 .-4Û a. M. bonday Pari·.
,®7*rT
s»
β·™*»
KilUti «ad IWpWMfc
The Buckfleld Literary Clnb met
S. T. White went to Looke's Mllla and
^ VS» ^b^U-*!î®laf
Α. Κ- fUBBES.
lilOKH M. ATWOOO.
Albany Wednesday and Thursday of last Tuesday with Mrs. Frank Washburn,
week to help lay out a new telephone and were royally entertained by Mra.
Waahburn.
line in that aection.
Tiuu :—$1 JO λ year It paid strictly la advance. atteiwtoe connected are cordially invited.
The Nesinscot History Club met TuesSchool «very
«wy I
Otherwise 9&M a year. Single copie· 4 cents.
S. Barry Locke ha· been at home for a
I ntverullei Chorea.
Sunday <ww
at 10 .-46 a.m.
week'· vacation.
day evening at Odd Fellow·' Hall, and
AU legal advertisement· Sunday
Αοτητηχιιητβ :
J. R. Tucker ha· taken the land con- entertained the gentlemen with various
are given three connective Insertion· for $1JO
Η. E. Hammond ii visiting hit
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
of β or 8acrea formerly belonging exercises, winding up with the more <
siating
made with local, transient and yearly advertls- ter in Portland for a few days.
N. Young, and will cultivate it and sential food fare.
S.
to
I
In a somewhat noisy and exciting
The remains of the wife of Jason Buscut the grass this season. This seotion
fame of base ball on the common Satur-1 of land is
the village on the sell were brought from Auburn Thursjust
beyond
School
Jay, the Parie Hill Grammar
day to be interred in the family lot in the
Greenwood road.
defeated the Norway Grammar School |
Rev. P. E. Barton preached Sunday, Lowell oemetery.
3.
to
β
acore
of
by a
Mrs. M. Florence Jackson of Strong is
the 13tb, at the P. B. church, it probably
Hiram R. Hubbard spent Sunday at I
the last regular servioe to he held assisting Mrs. Gilbert Tilton, who is imDr. King's Hospital where Mrs. Hub- being
Contint Eventa.
the Universslists until their new proving In health.
bard is a patient. Mrs. Hubbard is by
B. A. Hutchinson is very much im-1
cburch is dedicated and their pastor inMay », A-Coanty convention of W. C. T. U..ΊI Joing well and expect* to sit up tome
the proved in health.
j stalled, which it is expected will be
Rutnford falls.
the present week.
during
Thomas Stenrns of Massachusetts is |
first of July. Rev. Mr. Barton spoke apJune 5—Oxford Pomma Grange, Albany.
Charles L. Case, Esq., of New York,
kindness and courtesy, visiting his relatives, the Princes.
the
of
preciatively
of
I
arrived here Monday morning by way
A Russian junk dealer's horse became
SKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
of the Baptist people in sharing their
Montreal.
house of worship so many years, and of frightened at C. H. Prince's auto recentI
of
Perkins
E.
Mua.,
William
Everett,
the blessing of tbe bond of Christian fel- ly, and injured its owner considerably.
Statement of South Parle Savings Kanij
Formerly of Paris, is spending a /ew I lowship,
which will make many pleasant Lewis Gautier cared for him until he
Goods.

THE OXFORD BEARS.
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years I'JOT and 1W>S.
The basts of representation will be as follows :
Kach town un.I plantation organize! for election
purposes will lie enUtled to one delegate, and for
each 73 vote* east for Um Kepub'lran candidate
for Governor In 11)04 an additional delegate, and
for a fraction of 40 vote· In excess of 75 vote· an
additional delegate.
The Republican County Committee will be In
MMlon at the grand jury room at the Court
House at South Tarie, at 9 o'clock on the morn
log of the convention, for the purpose of receiving the credential· of delegate».
Delegate» In order to be eligible to participate
In the convention n>u»t be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this convention.
Per order Republican Countv « omniluee
H. L. Β V RTLKTT, Chairman.
H. C. DUNTUS Secmarv.
Dated at South Paris, Maine, May 4,1906.

ί

UNDKB GUABAHTKE OF CUBE.

The changeable weather of Spring It
Irectly responsible for the prevalence of
atarrnal trouble· In Parle at the present

result, F. A. Shurtleff à Co. have
tad a larger sale for Hjotnei the past
reek than ever before in the years that
hey have bandied this reliable treatnent for the cure of catarrh.
Unlike the ordinary remedies that bave
teen used in catarrhal troubles, there is

body

DEATHS FROM APPENDICITIS

Brownfield.
Daniel A. Bean Post, G. A. R., will
attend divine services at the Congregational church, May 27th, by invitation
of the pastor, Rev. Dr. James J. G.
Tarr.
Subject of sermon: "God's
Help, the Nation's Safeguard." Sunday
School at 12 m. Evening worship at
7:90, with sermon by the pastor, "A
Religion with Pour Corners." All seats
You are invited to attend.
are free.

on her leg, which had tortured
Greatest antiseptic
her 23 long years.
healer of Piles, Wounds, and Sores. 25c.
at F. A. Shurtleff «& Co.'s Drug Store.

more

as

breaking of all laws, under
prohibition, there-

fore,
«

»

*
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And
time to

back of them.

The

defects have numerous sjmptoms, some of which may be easily!
NOTICE.
recognized. This "all mixed up"
The subscriber h reby gives notice that he
condition is one of the most common.
has tjeen duly appointed executor of the last
You read for a short time, then a will and testament of
ARV F. ELLIOTT, late of Porter.
blurring comes and the print all In the MCounty
of Oxford, deceaaed. All [arsons
mixes up. You wink and blink, or having demands against the estate of said do
ceased are desired to present the same for aettle
to
a
moment
for
close your eyes
get ment, and all Indebted thereto are roqueated to
mut .· p ν Tient Immediate! vgood vision again.
ANSEL E. ALLEY
M ly ISth, 1'JOO
The next time this blur comes to
think
NOTICE.
and
you just close your eyes
subscriber hereby gives notice that he
about us. We fit glasses to remove haaThebeen
duly appointed executor of the last
that "mixed" up condition, to relieve will ami testament of
MARIA B. MANSFIELD, late of Brownfleld,
defective and overworked eyes.
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed. All persona
them.
for
having demanda against the estate of aald deThat's the only help
ceased are desired to present the same for settleSee through our glasses and
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to

Ladies' Gun Metal

F. A. IHCBTLEFF * CO.

PRICES

up-to-date

and choice selections with

purchase·

for

our

several

Awaits

Ready-to-Wear Department
Your Arrival.

designs

guarantee

our

and color·, prices

MISSES1 COATS from $2.08 to 7.50.
SUITS in most attractive designs and colors, prices $12.50, 15.00, 10.50, Κ00
and 20.00.

SKIRTS of Sicilian, Panama, Granite and other popular weaves, at |2 50, 2.5)8,
3.25, 3.98, 4.98, 5.98, 6.98 and 7.50.
WASH SKIRTS of Duck, Linen, Sateen and Denim at 98c., $1.19, 1.49, 1 98, 2.50,
2.75, 3.50 and 3.98.

checks,

SILK SHIRT WAIST SUITS in black, black and white
$8.50, 9.00, 12.00 and 13.50.

WRAPPERS, the best

on

the market in

style,

and blue* at

lit and workmanship, $1.00, 125

and 1.50.

HOUSE DRESSES, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and 1.98.
BLACK PETTICOATS of good qualities of Sateen, 98c., $1.25, 1.50, 1.75, I.'.·>·.
2.50, 2.75 and 2.98.
SKIRTS of blue, gray and brown Moreen at $1.98.
SKIRTS of black Moreen at $1.98, 2 98 and 3 98.

Ladies' Low Shoes
and Oxfords.

MEETING.

Now is the

{J Maine.

LADIES' COATS, long, medium and short, in newest
94.08, 5.08, 7.50, 8.50, 9.00, 0.50 and 10.00.

SKIRTS of black lIe«tberblooin of tine quality superior in many respecta
price $2.75.
BLACK SILK SKIRTS, $3.98 and 4.98.

County.

Paris, Maine, May 18, 1906.

out-door life.

enjoy

RiGHT PRICES, bought low through large
Will you profit by this?
stores.

GEORGE L. DEAN, late of Parle,
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands agalnat the estate of aald deceaaed are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are roqueated to make pay
ment Immediately.
EUGENE A. DEAN
May 1Mb, isne.

property

That the disoussion of this
issue involves principles too sacred to be
entered into in any spirit of partisan
and that we entertain only
Indly feelings toward those who differ
with ua only in regard to the best method
of dealing with tbia great and acknowledged evil of intemperance.

$3.00.

to

GOODS,

IHffRTLEFF * CO.

RIGHT GOODS,

NOTICE.

hereby gives

to

each.

Never before has this Store put out such choice goods or so many of
There are TWO REASONS which STAND OUT BOLDLY.
them.

The subacrlber hereby gives notice that be
duly appointed administrator of the

Warning.

needed

RIGHT

PARK, Register.

eeej

Resolved,

A.

F.

Grange cannot remain silent on the great
moral issue and bo held blameless.
Resolved, That regardless of the many
disappointments ana humiliations in the
make puvment Immediately.
LORING R. GILES,
past by reason of nullification, official right.
May 15th. 19M.
corruption and neglect of duty, we reaffirm our faith in and loyalty to tbe
THE OPTICIAN.
principles of prohibition, as opposed to
any scheme of resubmission, high license
MAINE.
or local option whatever.
SOUTH PARIS,
Resolved, That we pledge ourselves
as Patrons and citizen· to the support of
I have one of the finest lines of
and demand its
our prohibitory law,
■tiict and impartial enforcement.
As rock blasting is a daily occur- Ladies'
up-to-date Oxfrrds ever
Resolved, That any officer of the law rence on Crocker Hill, the owner of shown in Oxford
who repeatedly neglects his duty or will- the
notice to
fully violates his oath of office, should be this property
effect : All persons entering the Ladies' Patent Leather Oxfords,
and
the
authority
proper
prosecuted by
do so at their own risk.
$1.50, 2.00, 2 50, 2.75, 3 00, 3.50
expelled from his official position In disgrace.

tverything
buy

$7 00

and fine assortment, $1.00 to

('ROQUET SETS, $1.00
TEN*IS GOODS,

2 Stores,

haa been
estate of

I

need

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

DANIEL SWIFT, late of Parla,
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persona having
demands against the estate of said deceaaed are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
BENTON L. SWIFT.
May 13th, inre.

RICHARDS,

soon

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

estate of

Eye

IBCBTLKFr * CO.

A.

remind you that you will

BASE BALL

NOTICE.
The subacrlber hereby gives notice that he haa
been duly appointed administrator of the

good citizens who honestly

license than under

Good Substantial

LUDDEN.I te of Canton, deccaaed;

ALBERT D.

large

a

HULDAH L. and ERWIN P. KIMBALL,
could not bring as much happiness to
minora; first and final account presented for
Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of Caroline, Wis., as allowance by Fannlu L. Dellow, guardian.
did one 25c. box of Bucklen's Arnica
ADDISON E. HERRIC'K, Judgeof aald Court
Salve, when it completely cured a run- A true copy—A tte»t :

ning sore

days

warm

F.

We have Η \ fliHOCKS.

WIL»ON STILLMAN, late of Peru,deceased
first account presented for allowance by James
8. Wright, administrator.

flict in our state in the near future between sobriety, virtue, and the home, on
one side, and intemperance, vioe, liquor
trafflo and the brothel on the other. And
are

«HVBTLEFF * CO.

Norway.

*

"OUT DOOR GOODS."

petition for license to roll and convey real estate
presented by Ade'bert DeLano, administrator.

Pomona Grange:
Whereas, It becomes more and more
apparent that there is to be a great con-

there

A.

These

named.

Adopted by Oxford

believe the resubmission of our prohibitory law, and the arraying of these opposing forces at the ballot box, with all
the attending danger of the corrupt use
of money, and the combined influence of
the liquor interests both in and out of
the state, to be for the best interest of
temperance; and
Whereas, The main argument of the
temperance resubmissionists is against
the nullification of law, and that this
evil would be wiped out under a license
law, and as it is evident from careful inquiry and from criminal records that
there is more nullification of law, as well

P.

CALEΒ FULLER, late of Parla, deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof preseuted
by Marietta A. Fuller, the executrix therein

A MOUNTAIN OF GOLD

app"ared.

has

see us.

(2 Stores, )

South Paris,

presented

fishing

Come and

man

F. H. NOYES CO.,

ΜΛΒΙΛ Κ J. RICE, late of Paris, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof
by Charles F. Chase, the exeeutor therein
named.

IY01A

clothes in time to

lagbehinds, come out in new
styles before every other

the late

We solicit your trade.

CAND1CE ROGERS. late of Rucklleld. He
ceased ; petition that Kllen W. Stetson or aome
other suitable person be appointed administrator of aald estate presented by Edward G. Cole
et a I, creditors.

Resolutions

as

of the

wear

hereinafter naraod:
▲t a Probate Court, held at Part·, lu ·ι··Ι
For the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday f
May, In the year of onr Lord one thousand
line hundred and six. The following matter
n ivlng been presented for the action thereupon
Hereinafter Indicated. It la hereby Oausato :
That notice thereof be given to all peraoni In
«rested, by canning a copy of thla order to be
published three weeks auoceaalvely In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Ρ Aria, In aald County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at aald Parla, on the
third Tucaday of June, ▲. D. 1906, at β
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they we cause.

decrease in the same ratio that the use
of Dr. King's New Life Pills increases.
Tbey eave you from danger and bring
aged.
quick and painless release from constiE. L. Smart with his family came
pation and the ills growing out of it.
a
few
here from Dexter, Maine,
years
Strength and vigor always follow their
started
ago. Thursday morning they
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &
use.
for Dexter, taking with them for burial
Co., druggists, 25c. Try them.
there the remains of their youngest
child, a son about 18 months old.
Baltimore
This epigram from the
Mrs. Mary Day and ber son, Turner American is
when we
timely
particularly
Eastman, are both very ill.
are getting the earlier reports from the
wife
A. M. (Marshall) Eastman and
rivers and lakes of the Pine Tree State.
from Auburn attended the funeral of "Truth crushed to earth will rise againGoorge C., their brother.
season is over."
after tbe

are

grays,
Si lect
one

are

plain whites, white with black figures or stripes,
pearls and tans. A large assortment and all prices.
one now and proclaim your up-to-dateness, don't be

There

PROBATE NOTICES.
Γο all persona Interested Id cither of the EaUt»·

rested on Ihe

$1, $1.26, $1.60, $2,
$2.60, $2.76, $3.

Dur Prices

If there is a siogle catarrhal germ in
he system, Hyomei will search it out
tnd absolutely destroy it, completely
iradicating the trouble. The remedy has
nade ho many cures among P. A. Sburteff Λ Co.'s customers that they offer to
>ay for it themselves if it does not benefit
tven the worst case <>i catarrh.
The complete outfit cost* only $1, con·
listing of an inhaler, medicine dropper,
tnd bottle of Hyomei, while extra bot,les of Hyomei can be obtained for 50
:ents. There will not be even this small
1 ix pense if Hyomei does not cure, as P.
1. Shurtleff & Co. will return your
noney.

Mexico.
A fall down a flight of stairs, wedging
By bis comrades of the G. A. R., the bis head between tbe door below ana
a
remains of George Crawford Eastman,
the bottom step caused the deatb of W.
member of Capt. Bolster's company, 23d Fred Rowe of Lewiston Wednesday.
A.
G.
with
Maine Regiment, were buried
Be bad evidently fallen the whole flight,
R. honors Thursday afternoon. He was
landing on his head at the bottom stair,
a son of George and Dolly Eastman.
and striking against the closed door.
of the

with
neat

ure.

icll hia property and move to Arizona,
but after using New Discovery a short
time he found it unnecessary to do so. I
regard Dr. King's New Discovery as tbe
medicine in existence."
Dr. P. B. Tuell has just returned from most wonderful
Surest Cough and Cold cure and Throat
a business trip to Boston, and a short
healer. Guaranteed by F. A.
visit with bis brother, Hiram Tuell, of aud Lung
Shurtleff & Co., druggists. 50c. and 91.
Milton, Mass.
Trial bottle free.

weight

a

lealing the irritated mucous membrane,
>nd effecting a complete and permauent

riiie, Mo.," tbree of my cuatomera were
permanently cured of conaumption by
Dr. King's New Discovery, and are well
ind atrong to-day. One waa trying to

bead.

dosing

he most remote cells of the nose, throat
,nd lungs, killing all catarrhal germs,

FORTUNATE MISSOURIANS.
druggiat, at Livonia,
Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer, now of Grays-

The

You will not have a complete ward-obe. This season both
old and young will wear then. Of course you want one and
you can afford it, too.

Hyomei. It is
pocket inhaler
bat comes with every outfit, and Its bal·
am le, antiseptic healing penetrates to
stomach

ireathed through

"When I was a

This family of Eastmans lived in Mexico
years. Sewell Goff came here in I860
and purchased the Eastman farm, one of
the largest and best in town. George
with the younger members of his family
went to Utah soon after, selling bis
farm, and lived until he became quite

tJNLESS YOU HAVE A FANCY
VEST THIS SUMMER

I me.
▲i a

10

H

BLUE STORKS·

A. BHVBTUCrP * 00. BILL HYOMEI

1

to

silk,

Notice This.

Calf Oxfords,
$2.00, 3.50

Eolitics,

Trunks, Bags,

SOUTH PARIS

East Brownfield.

The L. T. L. held its regular meeting
last Priday afternoon. Mrs. E. A. G.
Stickney and daughter, Isabel, visited it.
The W. C. T. U. met May 11th with
Mrs. Julia Bean.
Pred Poore is staying with his brother,

Edwin.

Denmark.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Gray have
been in Portland a few days.

is not because of an Oxford
Mrs. A. H. Jones aud Mrs. C. K. BelCounty movement that he is now before cher visited Uridgtoo Thursday.
Mr. Pred Day is In town on a short
the people as a candidate. While hia
vacation.
own county will doubtless be solid in his
Rev. W. G. Palmer has returned from
support, that which decided him to enter his vacation trip to Massachusetts.
The
first heavy thunder shower passed
the field was the solicitations that came
But it

SPRING CATARRH.

ANNUAL
We have closed from a manufacturer's agent nearly 100 dozen assorted styles
The annual meeting of the stockhold- Ladies' Kid Oxfords,
Linen and Muslin NECKWEAR, regular 25c. quality, this sale price only
of
for
Silk,
ers of the Paris Hill Water Company
$1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 3.00, 2.50, 3.00
the election of officers, and transaction
of any other business that may properly
Among these Oxfords are styles
come before Raid meeting, will be held
on
which
Maine,
the
Hubbard
Paris,
at
Houee,
you will not find in any other
Saturday, June 9,1006, at8 o'clock, r. m. store in this vic:nity.
The East Oxford Local Union.
U. H. HEALD, Clerk.
At the annual meeting of the East Ox17, 1006.
Maino,
May
I also carry a full line of
Paris,
Endeavor
of
Christian
in, improving
Ν. H., and Sargent
Boston, ford Local Union
was a short literary and musical proat
church
and convenience.
home
here
for
a
old
the
held at
Congregational
Refreshments were furnished are visiting their
Will Coolidge, who went to the hos- gramme.
Suit Cases.
Mechanic Falls May 8 and 9, eighteen
few days and trying the fishing.
the gentlemen.
by
is
weeks
some
for
treatment
here
ago,
friends
are
and
N.
of
a
Ε.
out
pital
Fox, wife,
possible twenty-one societies rea party returning from a fishing
Sunday
from Portland and stopping at Hotel ported—the largest number of reports
improving fast.
trip to Garland Pond saw a cow moose Kezar.
ever made at one session—and
very
to
road aod were

Mr. and Mrs. Berry of Denmark bave
moved to this village. Mr. Berry works
for P. R. Bradbury.
Hon. John P. Swasey for Congress.
Tbe county commissioners met Isst
It is definitely annouueed that Hon. Thursday at L. R. Giles' store to arrange
It is thought it will
a state road.
about
John P. Swasey of Canton will be a canbe built between tbe two villages of
nomination
didate for the Republican
East Brownfield and Brownfield Center.
for representative to contrée· before
East Bethel.
the Second District convention which
Miss Margaret Widden is preparing
is
meets at Lewieton June 26. It
only her school for memorial exercises to be
at the earnest and insistent solicitation held at the church.
of friends that Mr. Swasey has consented
Mrs. H. E. Bartlett and Miss Amy
Bartlett visited Norway the ISth.
to allow his name to be used.
Mr. T. P. Blake and Mr. W. S. Blake
Mr. Swasey needs no introduction to
recently visited their father, who is in
the people of Oxford County. Indeed, very feeble health.
little
Norman Sanborn and
Mrs.
he is perhaps personally known to more
H la daughter are spending a few weeks at
of tbem than any other man.
her home here. Mr. Sanborn has work
character, his long service at the bar of at South Paris and will move his family
this and other counties, his distinguish- to that place later.
ed success in his profession, his readiness

and power as an orator, his steadfast
Republicanism, are known to all.

daughter,

Rents are very scarce in our village.
Thursday evening the Christian Endeavor held a social which was a very

enjoyable affair.
Thursday Dr. and Mrs. J. G.
Gehrlng returned from a delightful trip
of four months in Egypt.
Priday, Mrs. Nellie Russell accomwas able to go to a hospital.
During panied by her daughter, Shirley, and
the scrimmage and the consequent ex- Miss Mary Shirley, came from Brooklyn,
citement, while Russian blood was flow- Ν. Y., to thqjr summer home at Rivering, it caused somewhat of a ruction be- side Cottage.

memories for the Universalists, so soon
to leave for a church home of their own.
West
Wright Λ Wheeler of South Paris, who
Mr. Terrio is at work for A. S. Hall,
j are settling up the affairs of the L. E. tween the auto enthusiasts and those
also Tom Record.
opLocke Co., wore in town Saturday and
Warning.
John Smith has moved into
cleaned up in the after- posed. All ties that are supposed to
Eye Detect·*.
and is going to work for the stock was
rent,
Kogg's
the
time
for
severed
were
bind
To Let
being.
noon with an auctiou sale.
Nat tie Morrill.
Annual Meeting.
Guy Gardner, com'ng from Portland I
Quite elaborate preparations are be3 Notice* of Bankruptcy.
John Fiagg is at work for Wiμ Pogg.
stalled
here
was
of
Memorial
12th,
stopMay
by auto,
Kor Sale.
ing made for the observance
with his parente till
South Paris Krult Co.
Sumner.
Day. Tbe children are to have drills ping over here
and a male quartette is rehearsing day, going to bis home in Dixfleld.
Mrs. Alton Ames, who has been sick,
Dr. Heald has a new buggy, and is
Republican State Conventioo.
music. Hon. James S. Wright of South
convalescent
is
convention wi«l be held In
*
Paris will give the address.
Programme grading up his lawn.
RfPubllcan stateWednesday,
Hattie Abbott spent last week in Paris.
June 37. lWti
week.
!C?5 A. M„ for «he purpose of nom I
ί&
(0 JO ο clock
at
Carl Abbott and wife went to Paris I next
nating a candidate for (Governor to be supp >rted I Saturday, returning Sunday.
At East Buckfleld Tuesday evening at
at the September election, and transacting anv
Bryant's Pond.
Good Templars' Hall the ladies of the
H. W. Poland and wife visited in Peru
business that may properly come before It
returned
has
<*£*Γ
I
A.
:
as
just
will
be
follows
Englsnd
George
The basts of representation
neighborhood under the leadership of
Saturday and Sunday.
to Aunapolis Naval Acad- Mrs.
hach ctty, town and plantation will be entitle!
Lyman Waterman gave a social
Mrs. Julia Thorne and son Edwin of from a trip
fori
votes
cast
each
75
I
for
an.
one
to
delegate.
re
emy where be expects to be an instruct- and entertainment in recognition of the
the Ri uubikan can«IMate for Governor In 1904 Hartford visited at George Burgees'
I
or later.
an additional le legate. an<l for a fractlou of to I ceutly.
pastor's, Rev. A. W. Pottle and wife's,
Albert Bowker ami wife are at South return for another year as pastor to this
votes lu excess of 75 votes, a further addiG. F. Djrer and wife of Norway spent a
tional delegate. \ acanclee In tlie delegation of I
a few days' fishing.
few days with their children last week. Arm for
people. This is a church going comany city, town or plantation can onlv be filled
M. E. Williams has charge of the sta- munity and the congregations on the
th* cwuuty ,n wblch tiie vacancy
Mrs.
into
Oxford.
tion and has moved his family
exists
Sabbath are made up of persons of
The State Committee will be In session in the
several denominations, Universalists,
Miss M. I. Corning, of Hartford, Conn., Emily Pelt's rent.
reception room of the ball at y 80 a. M. of the day
makare
Grand
Trunk
The
company
of the convention, for th* purpose of receiving is at the Oxford Spring House.
Baptists, Congregationalists and Methhere.
their
on
credential* of delegates. In onler to be eligible
buildings
Stella Walker of Portland is visiting ing repairs
odists, holdiug their church memberto participate In th·* convention, dedicates must
of
Livermore
Swan
and
Harold
family
ship in different communities. But
be elected subsequent to date of Uie call for this relatives here.
union and the best of neighborly feeling
Herbert Denning has moved into Mrs are visiting at Charles H. Swan's.
convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their political Dawes' rent.
The spool factory waa shut down a unite all in one, and cordially sustain the
In
who
believe
the
h
ive
been,
affiliations may
was
\Y m. Caldwell is having the lumber few days this week while the boiler
pastor of the Methodist church who
general principle· and policy of the Republican
tested.
conducts servioe for them each Sabbath
party and desire its success at the poll· In the hauled for another cottage to U built being
James M. Day is grading his lot north morning.
coming election In this state, a-e cordially In- at Camp Oxford, Caldwell's Grove, for
vited to unite under this call in electing dele Ii
and will erect a
A large number were present at the
the accommodation of the students of of the Baptist church,
(fates to the convention
house and stable there during the sum- social Tuesday evening consisting of
the summer school.
Per onler. Republican state Committee.
Skth M Carter, chairman
Frank L. Martin, while working on mer.
parents and children and visitors.
Br box Botd, Secretary.
Crockett & Libby have recently sold After a social hour spent in cordial
the telephone line at Thomaston, came
Lewleton. April 30, 19D6.
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to
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of
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head
the
lots
at
two
in contact with a live wire and was badly
greetings and conversation, Mr. V. P.
DeCoster by request, called the comburns which will take Heath.
Un 1er this call, there will be a total of 1438 I injured, receiving
The Prank Reynolds Moving Picture pany to order, when a flue entertaindelegates In the convention Oxford County Is I a long time to heal. It came near being
entlt ed to SS, as follows :
Company was here three nights this ment was given consisting of instrua fatal accident.
will be here mental and vocal music,
5
1 ! Norway.
Mr. Orin A. Martin died on Sunday, week, and H. Price Webber
readings and
ilb»ny·
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29th.
Oxford,
An orchestra of home
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Andoyer.
May 13th, at the home of his daughter, May
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to
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is moving
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talent was present consisting of Mr. Al*
He leaves
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Brownfleld,
? Mrs. Eugene
he is employed as section bert Shaw, Irving Shaw, Earl Holmes
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Buck Held,
Porter,
daughters, a brother, and several grand- Gilead where
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and Adrian Holmes. During the evenchildren.
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Bum ford.
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Stone h am,
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Mrs. V. P. DeCoster read a very in4 I Stow,
an entertainment Tuesday evening
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ί gave
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Sumner.
Austin Hutchinspn was in town Sun- teresting and suggestive selection. Mr.
Frveburg.
in Robinson Hall with music, readings, a
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Sweden,
day visiting friends, and hia brother, Carl and Roland Briggs sang a humor«"'•J1'.
farce, etc., with ice cream and cake.
1 , Upton,
Grafton.
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Miss
Pried, returned home with him.
ous song which was well received.
Waterford,
Greenwood.
South Rumford.
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Nell Merrill visited her mother and Elsie Newton of Hartford gave a recitaHanford',
tion which was finely rendered and
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Charles Adams is able to ride out after other frienda Saturday and Sunday.
Hebron,
A. E. Tyler ia putting a bay window Misses Ethel Waterman
and Helen
1 being sick several weeks with a cold.
1
Lincoln,
I·
Philbrook
E.
P.
bonse.
doing
DeCoster sang a duet, Miss Cleora
Warren Adams remains about the on his
the work.
accompanist. After the entertainment,
same, not able to sit up any.
Mrs. V. P. DeCoster In behalf of the
8e>
Irving Wilson was In town the 10th.
Wallace Clark is at Camp Comfort in
1
Total,
*1β·"
sold
three
cows and ladles'
Hutchinson
Ervin
Mexloo through May.
society, presented to the pastor
and his good wife a comforter of pretty
will be out of quarantine a calf to G. D. Morrill the 16tb.
Hall
Marjie
Maine
Central
*rr*"Kement8-On
She has had scarlet
Maybaskets are quite the rage at design and good dimensions as a slight
round trip; »*ort- in about a week.
ϋ ; οηβ tliTV torf»re
to Rumford fever.
token of their regard and esteem. Mrs.
present.
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1utu,unl
Junction plus one dollar.
Tbe school have a box supper the Pottle responded in fitting terms after
No new cases of the measles and all
on all
Portland
to
K°lntf
^
26th. All are invited. The ladies are which remarks were made by Mr.
traîne of Tuesday. June 36th. and for any train the scholars are attending school.
June
DeCoster and the pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lane have moved requested to bring a box of food.
,rth D'* lsh:r ,h«
and for a return June 37th and 3«b.
i« -3> r.
H. G. Mason has returned from his
Refreshments were then served to all
into Mrs. Cynthia Ackley's house, which
at
Norway.
she has had built near Charles Lapham's visit
present, consisting of cake and ice
Second District Republican
a
new
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bought
The affair wan pronounced a
cream.
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Stephen Westleigh
W. Wooster from Rumford is
Convention.
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success and
wagon.
on the house which M. L. 4 W
working
cnventlou will
Wm. C. Chapman and T. G. Larv of occasion.
are building for John Ruse
Maine. Tues<lay. A. Wyman
'•eLwlrtUj,i.
Gilead were in town Thursday, the 17th.
J^ne
June A, lût*., at 1 o'clock, r. *, for the purpose on the lower side of their farm, near the
river road.
ofnMKlnatlny a can.lldate for congress
Andrew J. Hall died at bis home in
■ ICDTUU
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Mrs. Charles Demerit t in Virginia.
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to one tie legate, an. I for each 75 vote· cast for the
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in this town, though he lived a
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The school and citizens were greatly children:
*> Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Gammon, Sunday.
and Arthur S. Hall, all of
shocked to hear of the critical illness of B. El wood,
Mrs. Wm. Gammon is gaining. She
this town, Mrs. Hardy of Brockton,
of the various delegations are \
Judge Bonney.
out Monday.
rode
_"· chairmen
and
Harry L. Hall of Portland.
Miss Helen Butterfield's mother and Mass.,
re.jueste.1 to forward a full list of tie delegate
and alternates to the »ecretarv of the District
Ralph Adams has moved on to the little eisters are at H. T. Glover's and The funeral Monday afternoon is attendcommittee J. W Bracket». Phillips, as soon as Culbert place.
H. Little of the South
will remain until after commencement. ed by Rev. J.
are chosen ou dup lcatc blanks to be furthey
L. G. McKeen and wife of East Stonechurch.
nlshed for that purpose.
Miss Daisy Cushman is in Boston visit- Paris Universalist
ham were at Η. B. McKeen's Monday.
Per order Republican District Committee.
relatives.
ing
Lovell.
chairman.
dockland,
îw *
Several horse· in this vicinity are
"rackett, Ph"llps. secretary.
Locke's Mills.
Mr. Nathaniel Palmer, an old reaident
1'
A. D. Cornish, Lewlston.
sick. Will Merrill has lost one of
quite
his
brother
into
has
moved
Will
Bean
A. E. Stearns. Rumford rail·.
here, died Friday morning, aged about
his valuable farm horses.
Eumm Thomas, Topetmni
John's rent and Ernest Mason is now In
He suffered from a stroke of
H. T. Glover who lost a horse not 85 years.
H C. Rm<1, Dauiiribcotta
the rent he left in Mrs. Lucy Libby's
about two weeks ago and bad
paralysis
sick.
has
one
Rockland, Maine, May 3, 1906.
house. Will Swan will move into the long ago
He leaves a widow
Dr. McFayden's horse is another on gradually failed.
left in
Prank Bennett's
one Mason
and two sons, H. W. Palmer of this
the list.
Republican County Convention.
house.
and C. W. Palmer of Norway., He
The Republican voter* of the County of OxMr. Abbott, who has been sick at town,
Chas. Cross is repairing bis bouse,
font, Id lite State of Maine, are requested to
died Monday night and was one of the oldest members of the
Merrill's,
Ezekiel
meet In convention at the Court Houtte at South papering and painting inside and buildChristian church of Lovell Centre. Tbe
was taken to his home in Rockland for
Paris on Thursday, the->th day of June, V D.
a piazza and painting the house outfuneral services will be held Sunday
]9ut>, at 10 JO o'clock In the forenoon, for the pur- ing
burial.
side.
afternoon.
pose of nominating candidates for the following
Will Cross has built him a nice large
couuty officer·, to oe supported at theSepteuii>er
Quite a large party came from HaverByron.
election, to wit : Senator, Clerk of Courte. County
for
North Star Grange held a special meet- hill to Β. E. Brown's Friday night
Treasurer, County Attorney. Register of Deeds, piazza.
kitchen
a
finished
off
has
Swift
Walter
one
when deputy E. L. Tor- salmon fishing.
Register of Deeds for Western District,
lltb,
May
ing
to
winAlso
and
and
Sheriff.
a
built
in
his
Commissioner,
Stearns
of
chimney
put
County
ell,
Dr. Henry C.
Haverhill,
of Dixfield met with them. There
choo-e a Republican County Committee for the dows
the house in looks rey
Stearns of
Out I>oor Good·.
Sorosls Shoes.
Straw Hats.
Probate Notices.
* Notices of Appointaient.
Dissolution of Partnenhlu.

POSTMASTER SOBBED.
Plllnl
Ο. W. Foata, Postmaster at Rlrorton,
The change to warm weather and lato
ihowers hare mad· the (armer· busy get- [ft., nearly lost hi· Ufa and tu robbed
>( all oomfort, acoordfng to bia letter,
ting their gardens planted.
Dancing achool closed Wednesday irbicb «ays: "For 20 years I bad chronic
liver complaint, which led to such a aeevening.
Mrs. W. ▲. Banting spent the day in rere caae of janndico that even ray finger
Portland end on her return visited her laila turned yellow; when my doctor
■ietor, Mrs. P. P. Chandler, at Sonth preaoribed Kleotric Bitter·; which cured
Paris, and her brother, Walter Chandler, me and have kept roe well for eleven
of Norway.
reara." Snre cure for Biliouaneaa, NeuMr. Jaoob Thnrston has purchased a ralgia, Weakneaa and all Stomaoh, Liver,
line nuto, also ▲. E. Herrick Is running Kidney and Bladder derangement·. A
wonderful Tonic. At F. A. Shurtleff A
a new one this season.
Mr. Sidney Goodwin died Thursday Do.'· Drug Store. 60 cent·.
morning and funeral services were held
The authorities at San Francisco are
Saturday afternoon.
Thurston's drive Is all out of Sunday seing commended for refualng to grant
the ill-timed Application for iicenae to
Elver.
their
▲ delegation from the G. A. R. and give a vaudeville allow. Doubtless
Relief Corps went to Hanover Wednes- refuaai ia all right but without knowing
of
the immediate circumday to attend the funeral of Mrs. Joseph anything
aome kind of
Russell, wbo was a member of tne stancea it would aeem that
iiveraion would be a Godsend to the
Brown Post Relief Corps.
Mrs. J. U. Purlngton has gone tb An- over-atralned populace, and that a vaudeshow waa juat the right kind of
dover, Mass., to spend a few weeks with ville
Foolishness to do them the most good.
Mrs. John V. Holt.
ber

obliged frighten
they could pass. The
moose passed
through Gum Corner,
then went through the pastures to

in the
it away before

Jotham Shaw's where she struck the
road for No. 6. We learn that Tuesday
morning Walter Easter on rising saw
a bull moose feeding near his doorsteps.
John E. and Jotham Shaw while at
work in a field near tbe road on Buckfield Hill saw a moose in the road, but
on seeing them be took to the woods.
Early Tuesday morning Mrs. S. Taylor
saw a deer and later a hedgehog, so it
seemed to be quite a day for game.
Richard Taylor was at home over

Sunday.

Mrs. Cora Hill aud children and Fred
visited friends in town Sunday.
The Coos School Improvement League
are papering the school house at Byron
Center.
A. S. Young and Virgil Taylor went
on a fishing trip to Garland Pond Wednesday with the proverbial "fisherman's
luck."
Bobolinks have come.

Phillips

East Sumner.
The Congregational Ladies' Circle

are

to have a food sale on Saturday afternoon, May 26th, at the church vestry.
The Modern Medicine Company has
been in the place about one week giving
very clean, sprightly entertainments.
wife are
Mr. Charles Burbank and
artists in their line and their manner of
doing business is square and satisfactory
and unlike many cheap traveling troupes
Mr. Burbank formerly
on the road.
lived in Canton and is well and popularly known. His wife ia a musician and
A
soloist of more than usual ability.

C. K. Chapman and wife were at Port- interesting and profitable sessions were
land a couple of days this week, also L. held. The programme was carried out
L. Stearns and wife.
very nearly aa prepared, only one numWest Sumner.

Rev. J. W. Chesbro occupied tbe pulpit in the Baptist church Sunday in exchange with Rev. E. 0. Taylor. He

p'reacbed

an

excellent

sermon

from

Matt. 22:42.
Len Merrill and family, who have been
visiting Mrs. Merrill's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Howe, returned to their
*
home at Rnmford Falls Monday.
Mrs. Thurza Crockett, who bas spent
several months with her brothers at
Canton, arrived home Friday.
Miss Ethel Sparks of Brewer is spending a few weeks with her sister, Mrs. E.
J. M are ton.
W. E. Lothrop, who has been confined
to the house for some time with an
abscess on his finger, Is slowly gaining.
Tbe men of tbe village had a farming
bee Thursday and planted his potatoes,
etc., for him.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester West and little
daughter Margaret of South Paris spent
Saturday and Sunday here with relatives.
Dr. E. J. Marston was called to Brunswick Saturday on account of the illness
of his father. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Marston. They returned Monday
leaving his father somewhat better.
Little Evelyn Buck, daughter of Chas.
Buck, was the lucky baby in tho contest
for votes in the Burbank entertainments.
She having received the largest number
of votes was the recipient of a silver
plated sugar bowl and one-half dozen
teaspoons. Mrs. M. E. Farrar got the
gold ring and silver napkin ring and

ber beidg entirely omitted.
The office» were re-elected

NEW

aa

session, the following
During
lution waa paaaed:
the

Beef,
Wine and

|

reao-

BeuoWed. That we, the East Oxford Local
Union, Inoonference assembled, heartily commend and support Governor Cobb In his valiant
and heroic stand for tbe retention and enforcement of the prohibitory law of our state.
m

South Paris.

STORE

followa:
Pythian Block.
President—Bev. A. K. Baldwin, Sooth Part·.
Vice-President—Miss Ethel Ford, Bryant's
Pond.
Prcretary—Mrs. P. A. Taylor, South Paris.
Tr «surer—Mr». Τ. β. Barnes, 8outh Part*.
Corresponding Secretary—Miss Nellie Jackson,
FBÏÏIT, CONFECTIONERY, TOSouth Paris.
awarded
was
banner
The E. 0. L. U.
BACCO, CIGARS, Ac., WHOLESALE
to the S. Hebron society for the largest
number of delegates.
AND BETAIL.
The Union was invited to hold its next
meeting with the Rumford Palls Baptiat
church, and the invitation was accepted.
The meeting will be held on the 8th and
Otb of May, 1007.
WE BUN A TEAK, AND MAKE
The attendance was good throughont
the two days, and the hospitality all that FBEE DELIVEBY.

could be desired.

Frothingham,

W. 0.

FRUIT COMPANY.

Resolutions.

Whereas, It baa pleaaed God in bia
infinite wisdom to remove from our
Lodge our beloved aiater, Cora Keen;
Therefore
Reaolved, That as a lodge we bow submissively to the will of Hiin, who doeth

all things in love; that by her death we
have lost a slater who waa ever ready to
do her duty.

Resolved, That we extend our loving
sympathy to the aorrowing relatives,
especially to the bereaved son, who has
Rodney Chandler the gentleman's shirt lost a careful and loving mother, and

Iron.
At th:s tiwe of the year
vou may need an energizer.
Nothing like a scientific
combination of Beef, Iron
and Wine in which all the
viitue* of Beef and an easily assimilated salt of Iron
are

COME IN AND SEE US, AND
SBE IF WE DON'T HAVE

THE|

ΒΕόΤ OF EVEBYTHING.
ΚΟΠΟΙ.
In the District Conn of the United State· for the I1
Dlitrtct of Maine. In Ilankruptcy.
)
In iho mutter o'
j In BankruiMer.
STEPHEN F. KNIGHT.
of Milton Plan Bankrupt J
To the creditor· of Stephen F. Knight, In the
aforewod
County of Oxford and district
Notice Is hereby given that on ti.e 13th dty of
Bald
the
Stephen F. Knight was
May, A. I). 1900,
and that the flint
duly abjudicated bankrupt,
will be held at the offlre
creditor·
hi·
meetlnjrof
or the Referee, No. 8 Market Squaie, South Hart·,
at 10 o'clock
on the 6th day of June, A. D. 1806,
In the forenoon, at wh'rh time the said οι editor·
their
claims,
appoint a
may attend, prove
and transact
trustee, examine the bankrupt,
come besuch other buMnesa as may properly
fore «aid meeting.
South Paris, May 16 lime
WALTER L GRAY,
Refemttn Bankruptcy.

blended with

a

in the newest spring fab
The
rice and coin· ings.
for spring are de-

stylée
cidedly becoming.

You can g< t an idea of
the new st\les frm the
cut, but better still come

selected

Sherry Wine to form a
perfect remedy. The com

bination is useful in

in and try one on and
note the stylish appearance of the garment.

D)s

Nervous Prost a
tion, wastng diseases and
all forms of Ge eral Debility. 50c. the bottle.

pepsia,

BROOKS—The

Spring
$5

Pharmacist.

Next to Pout Office, South Paris.

weather

all

seasons.

H. B. Foster,
Copyright 1906 by
Hart Schiffacr & M»ri

Norway.

Blankets and Carriage
Boots that will shed water.

] Rubber

by

J,

ÎHARLES

at

$10 to $18.

W. J. Wheeler & Co.
Trass*

to $20.

New patterns in Rain
Coats. The garment for
The garrain or shine.
ment that dees for all

Insurance.

over this place Thursday evening.
from other counties of the district.
clean troupe.
W· J. Wheeler Λ Co. have been adMr Geo. Burnham, of the firm of
commend him to the care of oar Heavenvised by nearly all the companies they
do
district
The ladies of the Baptist Circle held stud.
While the people of this
Burnham Λ Morrill, Portland, was in
and
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Brown spent Satur- ly Father, who can alone comfort
an apron sale in conneotion with tbe
repreccnt that the terrible loss at San
not fail to appreciate the ability of Hon. town Wednesday.
to look
Francisco will be paid in fnll and that
circle dinner Thursday. About day and Sunday in Norway with friends sustain. May he be enabled
regular
L
O.
O.
No.
Silver
Rebakah
now
who
is
where
19,
K.
reunion
Charles
Lodge,
Littlefield,
and relatives.
reprepartforward to the glad
tbe companies will not be in pny way in$8.00 waa received.
will
tbe
entertain
district
P.,
meeting
waa
Mrs.
S.
B.
R.
comes.
Club
entertained
by
rolvcd in regard to their financial standing never
senting this district in oongress for the
aotb.
resoluof
these
May
Tena
Ella
afternoon.
That
Peru.
Reaolved,
copy
Bonney Thursday
ing. Many of the foreign companies
fourth term, be has so constantly voted
Roll call and reunion of Denmark
a
that
our
was
the
Current
be
records,
tions
events,
upon
poet.
put
have wired tbeir United States Managers
Mr. William Gillespie died on the nyson
NOTICE.
and acted in opposition to his own party Lodge, No. 50, I. O. O. P.. Tuesday
Mrs. Harriet Howe; then followed a les- copy be sent to tbe bereaved son, also to
to contribute aid to the sufferers in San
10th from a lingering illness. He wss
Court of the United States for the
District
In
the
83d.
on the important questions before the evening, May
son in the early history of Amerios; the Oxford Democrat for publication;
Francisco and both foreign and Amari*
72 years old. He oame about ten years
DIUrlct of Maine. In Uankraotey.
conundrums, Mrs. M. J. Pulslfer. Re-· that our charter bo draped in mourning In the matter of
)
:an companies will do tbeir part to alnational legislature, that there bas been
Hiram.
ago and ran in debt for the farm known
freshments were served. Although tbe thirty days.
M AG LOIRE A YOTTE,
() In Bankruptcy eviate the suffering in tbe stricken oity.
tho Alden Bulges· farm, and he has
for some t.me a strong feeling that the
Bankrupt
Μλ Henry W. Merrir bas bean in at- as
)
Committee
Romford
Falls,
A.
club was very enjoyable yet the effect Mrs. Carrie
Briqos,
of
for It and fixed up the buildings.
In the
on
Republicans of tbe Second District tendance at the Grand Lodge of Knights paid
>
To the creditors of M.tglolre Ayotte,
of house cleaning time was perceptible,
Mbs. Η att ι κ C. Dean,
:
He was a hard working man. He was
of Oxford and district aforesaid
) Resolutions. County
shonld be represented by a real Republi- of Pythias at Portland, also Rev. Harvey burled on tbe 13th, nnder the ceremonies inasmuch as recitations, puzzles and the Mise Jessica Curtis,
the 18th day of
Notice Is hereby given that on
H. Hoyt.
said Magloire Ayotte
were dropped out
The next meetMay, A. D. 1806, the
can, who will, within the limita of η
of the grange of which be was a member. like
and that the
Tbe man reoantly found la a dying
ira» duly adjudicated bankrupt,
Personal.
two sons and two ing will be May 31st.
of his creditors will be held at the
son, act with the party, and aid rather condition at West End Portland, proved He leave· a wife,
Irst
meeting
of
Lewlaton
Frank
Moors
and
Mr.
Hill
8outh
Market
8
No.
Square,
offloe of the Referee,
!
administration. to be Mr. Patrick Walsh of last H tram. daughters around here.
the
ARNOLD'S
than embarrass
A. O. 1806, at
were at Horace Famr's a few days last
Paris, on the 6th day of June.
the
retime
have
at
Oxford
in
County
forenoon,
Friends
Hewasaa
the
whjph
industrious, quiet, peaceable
10 o'clock la
«•ek.
Such a representative Mr. Swaaay would
Lake.
Norway
Inelr
claims,
BALSAM
ceived tbe following invitation to the ■aid creditors may attend, prove
man, and has worked as a oooper many
examine the bankrupt, and
be.
Y. L. Partridge baa been la Portland
kppotnt a trustee,
wedding reception of Robert C. Foster, transact
Otlwd.
fears for Messrs. A. aad P. B. Young.
such other business aa may properly
of
tbe
with
ibis
week
Pythias.
Knight·
Diarrhoea
son of Judge Enoch Foster:
Mies Etta Starbird, who Is at Portland
some before said meeting.
The senate committee has voted by a
Mr. Charles D. Brlggs of Savannah,
Mrs. J. 8. Kneel and'· sudden death
80001 Ρβ*1*
Mr. and Mrs. William Hndaoa Damsel
L. GRAY,
majority of one in favor of a sea level for medical and surgical treatment, is waa a aevere shook to oar neighbor- Georgia, who has been away twenty-five
wÏlTEE
of
SHURTLEFF Λ CO.
A.
honor
F.
the
presence
your
request
Referee In Bankruptcy.
oaaal at Panama. It is understood that ί m proν lag.
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Mr. W. E, Mason Is removing frem
EibelBlreh
the San Francisco earthquake was what
widow of the late Joseph Brlggs.
boose. bereaved familv.
aid
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Mrs W. M. Tucker Is ill at present,
Mr. Bobert Chapman foster
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atwill
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there
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present
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matter,
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300'farms and all kind· of Real
opened, as there were at the dedication Page's patents,
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Mxteaa haadrad aad thirty-two Sberidaa Road inder the Ann name of Holt
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of the second tempi· at Jerusalem, old Spring.
nutuallv dissolved. C. B. Holt will remainsaid
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am

idling a good

rubber blanket that

measures

6 feet

by

boots for

inches for $t.oo. I make two stylea of carriage
$1-75 that are serviceable and will not wet through.

and

AMES N. FAVQfr

4 feet

$1.50

SOUTH_PABIS.

James S.
H^d. au J M re.
in

Portland Thursday.

Wright

will meet
The (îood Cheer
at I he usual hour.

afternoon

w ert

Wednesday

food sale at Good
at 4

There «ill be a
afternoon
(/beer Hall Saturday

o'clock.

the border of
The *ork of grading
the Park Street side will
M ore 1'ark on

week.
be done this
made a small addiH. G. Fletcher has
house for a bath room, which
tion to his
once.
at
will be fitted up
started out on ita
The road machine
mission the first of last week, aud

spring

La» been kept busily employed.
to Randolph,
Louis B. Pierce has gone
be will be employed in the
S H., where
hotfl for the summer.

VV'auinbek

and family, who
(ieorge B. Bennett
fur the past year
have beeu at Fairfield
returned to South Paris.
or two, have

attended the Grand
James K. Kennev
in Portland
of

Pythias
Lodge of Knights
of Hamlast week, as the representative
lin Lodge.

of the musical kinThe first session
held next Saturday
dergarten will be
at the home of Mrs.
foreroon at t):3U
Cora S. Briggs.
who has been
Mr» Alice P. Thayer,
New Hampshire and
visiting relatives in
for a number of weeks,

Massachusetts
arrived home Thursday.

church will
The ladies of the M. £.
their vestry the first
have a food sale at
the sumFriday in each month dnring
with June.
mer, beginning
(

weak and progress is slow.

is very

South l'aris for a long time, is 'By
Force of Impulse," presented in New
Hall Thursday and Friday evenings.
That it was not in any respect beyond
the reach of our South Paris amateurs
was amply demonstrated.
The play is of absorbing interest
throughout all its five acts, which occupy more than two hours and a half in
the presentation. Iu fact, the most evident criticism to be made on the play is
that it is a little too long drawn out. It
ha.·» also rather too large a proportion of
"harrowing" scenes, relieved by too
little of the comedy element, and even
the latter partakes somewhat of the
comic opera character which is generally regarded as the real thing in the
modern drama. But let no one think
from this that the play is faulty beyond
the average. Its action is well balanced. and its interest does not tiag.
The scene is laid near the seat of war
during the civil conflict, and two of t ie
most effective scenes are in the camp of
the Union army.
A great variety of character is required in the twelve who made up the cast,
and the requirements were fully met.
It would take much space to review the
several characters and the good work
done in different roles by them. Suffice
in
it to say, there was not a we·*
the cast, and it would be difficult t.
assign the parte in any town with as
good results as were obtained Evidence of long and thorough driU was
iriveD and the defects due to insufficient
rehearsal which mar nine out of ten
amateur performances were almost entirely absent. In fact, it was as a whole
a performance ahead of a large fract,on
of those which are put on the stages of
the city theatres.
The stage management was in
with everything else about the play.
The sceues were changed swiftly and
n®
noiselessly, and there was
waiting. The costuming and all ap
point men ts were correct, and some
special scenery added to the effect.
The music, by the Tschaikows y

am K. Kimball Circle, Ladies of
\V;
ten dollars
the <·. A. It, contributed
the relief of
fr :n their scanty store for
the >an Francisco sutferers.
M

-is

a:
Μ
:u_·

itiierine Briggs spent Sunday
she was accompanied by Miss
Κ >e. who is supervisor of draw·*
:
public schools of Lewiston.

Little will deliver the
li··ν. J.
I»ay address at North Turner
Μ·
He has already been engaged
this year.
at Oxford.
t _.v·. the address next year
H.

in
(;♦■·>. Β Crockett, who has been
HI: "!·· Island on a business trip, and
in
M> Criu kett, who has been visiting
last
home
returned
Μ vi Imsetts,

week.

Briggs is visited by his brother,
< : λ- ·■> !» Briggs. of Wilmington Island,
Savannah, (ia. He went from Oxford
('< i;nfy. but has not been here before for
!

twenty-five

years.

Advertised letters in the South Paris

post office May

21:

Mr K H. Smith.
Κrank
Mr« Aiijt e Lovett.
Mr. Free »ιιΊ derrick.

tpjrt

as a
Sanger S. Maxim, who served
c< rporal in Co. D, First Maine, during
the >panish war, has recently been granted a pension of $8.00 per month, with
ba. k pay amounting to about five hundred

dollars.

'Pie Tniversalist Sunday School will
give a patriotic concert in Good Cheer
Hail uext Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
Members of the G. A. R. and Relief
for; s are especially invited, but everybody is welcome.

There was fatality among dogs in
town last Tuesday, young dogs belonging ti> W. C. Thayer and Alton C.
Both
Wheeler dying suddenly that day.
in the same way, and
were attacked
quickly weut off, but there was no indication of poison.

Orchestra, received and fully

merited

Ali the members of the (rood Cheer the highest praise.
included in the first division of letters,
The houses, on both evenings, were
wh have charge of the next food sale, only fair, much loss than the
an* rt"|uested to meet with Mrs. Edgerley the
performance ought to bring out in
It is
at 7 '«'cluck this Monday evening.
of this size.
place
h· ; d that all the letters will make an
extra etfort to be present.
ΛΙ "vcuirai γ ai tt.

Ucmci
A work of preparation is now going on
>* JJÇUfc
Ul
rui.
music in the at that pleasure ground pear the Norway
who desire to study
Methodist vestry this Monday evening. Branch crossing formerly called Electra
There is do age limit as the lessons are i'ark, but which flourished fur a biicf
adapted to children and adults. Prof. ten days last season under the name of
After the Col. Sauuders
H i^ht has had excellent success in all I'ine Tree Park.
fiasco had been completed, and the
parts of Maine as a teacher of uiusic.
structures which the hustliug colonel
Mrs. E. A. Howe, who has been on had
put up had been recovered by due
the sick list for a few days, is rapidly
of law to satisfy such portion of
see and process
to
now
able
and
is
recovering
the debts as might be, the lot and the
trreet her customers once more. During
buildings and lumber on it aa they etood
her few days' illness lier business has were
purchased by A. P. Bassett of NorMies
and
ÎH-t-n in charge of Miss Hooper
way who is now at work there.
themselves
who
have
very
Kfrr,
proved
At his convenience during the winter
efficient.
Mr. Bassett has sheathed the inside of
off a
Fred II. Evans of this place and Mrs. the entrance building and finished
Ina M. Frizzell of Errol, Χ. II., were ticket office on one side and a check
a board
married at St. Johnsbury, Vt, last room on the other. Last week
the enWeduesday. For the present they will fence was built entirely isaround
now in progbe at Errol, near which place Mr. Evans closure, and other work
is to run some sporting camps this ress.
It is Mr. Bassett's intention to enlarge
Mr. Evans has many friends
summer.
the stage building so as to make some
to extend hiiu
The platconvenient dressing rooms.
Harry M. Wheeler of this place, who form started for a dancing door will also
M>11 graduate from Harvard this year, be extended to the stage building, a
has received an appointment as principal
of some sort put over it, and a
This is a covering
of Caribou High School.
door laid, making a rink about
good
a
school of about 130 students, having
seveuty-five feet in length, which can be
principal and three assistants, and pays a used for skating or dancing. Flower
is
than
usually
is
which
larger
salary
beds are being arranged, the refreshsecured by a man in his first year out of ment stand
will
be
put in order,
college.
and tbe various other minor accessories
The leaders at the V. P. C. U. evening of the place will be run as usual.
Probably the park will be ready for
meetings at the Universalist church for
use about the last of Juue.
the next five weeks are as follows:
The name which now appears over the
May .Î7til—Memorial service.
Iune3l-A. E. fort**. Subject, The calk-.I entrance is "Central Park."
«V···

oiw·

M>.

congratulations.*

j

ami the chineo
Juue loth-Belle Tufts. Subject, Maklug the
nioet of our opuoituuit'.e*
'une 17th—The duty of bapuloese. Leader.
Mrs. Mary * Un le v.
■'uo'The power of silence. Leader,
■
Isabel Morton.
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Paris School Notes.

All schools are to have ten week·,
those in South Paris, West Paria and

VOUB FBIEHD, AS A RE·

I

J

Vivian W. Hllla attended the 12th a»
nual convention οί t^e New Eng
•ociatlon of Optician· heldatthe Amerl

To Eat

tenements.

■»7 CkJIArta an Sickly.
flow, Bo·too,
J
l.ii
brought to our door, I canGrand
Mother Gray'· Sweet Powder· for Children,
Chancellor, Merton L. Kimball, need
day last week, a fine large bonquei
by Mother Gray, a none la Children's
of Mayflower·, fresh from the old hom« and the Norway delegation aWemiedt
Homo, New York, Bieak np Colda la 14 hour*,
town of Andover. Thank·ι to the rapid I annual convention of the Qranû i^oagt core rererlehnee·, Headache, Stomach Troobles,
At
Teething Disorders, and De»troy Worms. Ad·
transit of the mail·, these beaiitice csam»
mailed FREE.
ι n· Grind Chancellor'! all drugrlsts, 25c. Sample
thU wwk
to hand in prime condition. In full land ttte
Ν.
T.
8.
Le
Allen
Olmsted,
Boy,
w^.
Jth marked ,nten si drees,
bloom and fragrance, bringing such «
The Pythian yearhii
breath of perfume as can come onlj
A CirUU Cue Her Acklmf Feet.

The post-man

htTh°e

"wb'.U01h*"S.

teiftrt.rnltj.

ToTJbîbSSS ο'»

th. Son»,
opened, fchi
first impulse was to put the face deep and Western R»ilro»d other than I«>bul
Itallana.'"to towno
down into the lovely bunch, close thi
eyes and inhale as long a breath as possible. How suddenly were we wafted by
fieir odor, from this smoky, noisy citj
bAHe timber

ίο

—

Itwoebantleefor
Uln

beautiful hillsides of Maine.
With closed eye· we couldsee the verj
griot where we used together the Aral
to bloom
nee the pine trees beneath which the
yineg had slept during the long winter;
could hear the song of the birds In them
and the joys of childhood were recalled
with distinctness as we reveled ln the
pleasure of having suoh fresh beauties

«™°ο1

the

flower,

I»Jh.

nnd"»°Jta£11S

Ui.lt Norway la th'
I funds And wotkœen to oury ',C"ork u
«ι....

i,

félaîrftXttsss*.
fo7Sp??n Umarah'."
Bridge Street.
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Contractor C. H. Adam
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twenty-five hadn't stitch to their names
but their nightgowns. The "new baby"
ward would fascinate you. Every bed
with a mother and a brand-new baby—
most of them to be clothed, by the way.
As far as the earthquake is concerned,
to describe its
no words can begin
horrors. I awoke to find myself standing by my bed with the most fiendish
noises going on, everything falling in the
the
room, furniture moving about, and
whole house about to fall and crush us
without the shadow of a doubt.
When I could stand and get to the
door I tried to go down the entry to
Prank's room, [Frank is a brother who
is blind] but was thrown from side to
side in a sickening manner. At last I
did roach his door, and opened it to see
that his heavy wardrobe had fallen over,
as I at first supposed on his bed and
me,
killed bini, as he didn't answer
though I shrieked his name over and
When I got to the bed, however,
over.
he staggered from under the wardrobe
and at laet answered, though he was
dazed and stunned with the crash and
confusion. It seems the wardrobe fell
the
just as he got up, but caught on
back of a chair by hie bed, and he feli
over that.
We then got down stairs and out on
the porch, and found none of us were
hurt, but all horribly shocked and
xhaken. Then even the fire had begun,
and we could picture the horrors in
The paper· do not exaggerate
town.
anything so far as I can see. The personal experience· were simply inde-

maKn°>'*8't^

δοΛώΓίο^ΛΚ
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England College
Hoard

to

Skillings

CertlUoate
Kntjanee
holding a Norway

The student

^

School certificate

a

college nnUl J<m. 1,
.rive to bis wife when she_
Landlord Woodman of the lieai
Ile had never seen them before but his
to
wife had often told him of how they Hotel, and wife, drove across oourftry

c°raesJ"?"?"'

Tew

Pennsylvania.

E£wr.VtoM5fo
about her home in

^

to entrance to
Frvebure

last

week.

Fryeburg
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ΕΓ,

is
We are all sleeping in tente on the house but a button hole selection
the young man who is going to
grass-plot on the parade ground but
no attend a party of young people who
Effie, who is in a low house with
who are «0
plaster. I am really enjoying this part, never saw them growing but that
they
charmed by their fragranw
and never felt better.
divide the houquet among themaelves s
Base Ban.
that each one could have a wee tiny
b
morning some are taken
P. H. 8. 5; BBIDGTOÎi H. S. 1.
down into the noisy dusty shops where
I
Paris High returned from Bridgtou the workmen toil, shut in by
Saturday evening well pleased with the j walls and clear skies and green fields
victory they won over the Bridgtou High |
onW » niemo.y. They aie passed
School team. The fact that Clason was around among them and grateful thanks
the
to
terror
to pitch for Parle struck
given for such sweet smelling
hearts of the Bridgton boys, and the (lowers
"It must be a delightful counmiuds
in
their
game was lost to them
m where such flowers come from,'
that
fact
The
before it was played.
one of them whose day's labor must
for j
they were afraid of him made it easy
be aided by artificial light so dark is hie
to exert j
wan
not
obliged
he
and
Clason,
Office.
^
menw
himself. He used a slow ball almost
—"—j
»? uai |/icoouiv
g·»»»
could
the
and
boys
Bridgton
entirely
We know the dear
U8 by these gems.
not hit it safely. It was not until the friends on tbe farm enjoyed the effort of
last of the game that Bridgton was able
and mailing tbem. Their love
save picking
to get one man across the plate and
To us no
was manifest in every dower.
itself from a shut-out.
present con Id be more welcome. How
P. H. S
by a little effort were memories and
P.O. A. K. former
Α.Β. Κ. B.1I
days brought back. To some,
0
5
η
0
3
5
flower laden trees
G. Clark, c
1 scenes of stately
2
4
0
3
5
Tltcomb, 3-b
To others, shut in
0 heavy with perfume.
0
3
2
1
5
Whee'er, S-b........
λ
3
0
I
1
4
disease, pictures of pine groves and
Clason, ρ
0 by
0
2
0
1
4
I.f.
Sumner.
Others see moss covered
0 sea shore.
10
12
4
h. ('lurk, r.f.
0 trees and breathe again the sweet scented
112
0
4
Htowell, β.β
0
0
11
reminded that
1
is
1
3
Another
Kawsoo. 1-b
0 jasmine.
1
i
0
υ
4
Merrill, r.f
where these flowers grow, is found the
the twin
on
1 checkerberry and later
13
37
5
10
38
Totale
flower. To others, before their olfacΒ. H. S.
coal
smoke,
nerves are deadened by
Α. Κ. tory
Α.Β. Κ. Β Η. P.O.
1 is given a treat of the sweetest smell,
1110
4
Monvham, I.f.
0
9
2
2
a
beautiful
0
4
country where
aud vision of
Durgln, c.
0
0
0
0
0
4
Douglass. V. r.f.
such plants grow.
0
1
3
1
0
4
Heath, 3-b
We tell the story of the mission of
0
0
0
1
0
4
Douglass, L.. c.f
0
To tho^e
0 tlieee flowers for a purpose.
7
0
1
4
Uurnbam, 1-b
0
0
13
0
4
A men. 2-b
it and realize bow much good
1 who read
3
2
0
1
3
s.s
Brltlgham,
3 can be accomplished by soeimple means,
2
5
0
0
3
Irish, ρ
we hope they will each spring send a
6
11
27
4
1
34
Totale,
few to some friend or relative whose
Score by Innings.
days are spent in the cities and who are
12345678 9-Toial. unable to go out into the woods and get
No explanation is
: them at first hand.
..0 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-5
P. H S
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—1
Β. H. S
needed, no dissertation required to show
Three-baœ-hlt, Wheeler. Two-ba«e-hlt, Hurn- their superior qualities. Their presence
Struck
h ni. First base on ball·, off IrUh 2.
into any
Double pUy, and fragrance win their way
oui, bv Clason 2; by Irleb 5.
shared by
Tltcomti to R&wson. Wild pitched, Irlth 2. Hit and all hearts and can be
Kaweon.
more than the one to whom they
by pttcbe<l ball, Irish 2, xumner,
, many
Umpire, Knights. Scorer, M&xliu.
are sent.
will
Gko. A. Talbot.
goto
Next Saturday Paris High
500 Askew Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
Mechanic Falls for a return game with
the team there. As Mechanic Falls won
A Woodstock Truancy Case.
the first game Paris is very anxious to
take the uext one and will try hard to
In the Norway Municipal Court on
win.
Wednesday there was a trial of a trup. h. s. 2d 4; s. p. θ. s. 3.
ancy case from the town of Woodstock.
the case had "made a lot of
Of all the interesting games played in Evidently
for one of the lawthis vicinity this season, there has been talk" in Woodstock,
was
than the one
yers remarked, when something

spools wiu

vicinity.

May Mth for the

snm-

Successors to

the bills the sprinkler man commenced work on Monday for the season,
much to the pleasure of all.
A fishing company composed of Sher

srœ.'T?"Mrr.n
Saturday.
days. They
left

aie

Graduating exercises of the Norway
High School will take placeι at tbeOpem
House on Thursday evening, May i*.

«aid

The officers are:
rrea._Carl Fob*.
Vlce-Pre*.—Iva Russell.
S c —Charlotte Lovejov.

—

imd

Anal· Gib».

Clarcnce Buck.

Those in the Latin Scientific couree:

Glbeon, 1-~I.S»J«·.
SM.»fS5."»ele
Mains.

Kfca

Euglish

course:

C 1ftrecce
Charlotte Lovejoy, Iν» Russell.
Bock, Jasper Everett, Carl Fois.
Frank H. Beck bas greatly improved
his store by tbe purchase of tbe latest
and best soda fountain. It fe not only
one of the very beet obtainable, but the
owner knows bow to run it.
Delia M. Noyés ia visiting her mother
in Fryeburg for a few days.
Joshua Yeaton has purchased the
McCrellid stable at the Falls and has
moved the buildings to his land opposite
D. S. Sanborn's residence.
I Eugene O. Russell, who for a long
time has driven tbe team for the Norway
Bakery, has gone to Portland to fill a
position on the eleotrio road. W. Mcis employed on the bakery team of

Kay

Mr. Hayes.
on
I Dr. H. L. Bartlett will give a paper
pneumonia before tbe American Medical
Association at Boston in June.

■

hbmmm—mm*
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RUBBERS

FINEST

THE

SELL

WE

These

WE DON'T CHARGE ANY

MONEY CAN BUY.
MORE FOR THEM !

J

J.

PLUMMER.

F.

PIANOS.
The Mehlin,

all first class,

Poole, Merrill,

high grade

Smiley

W. «Γ. Wheeler «to
Billings BlooH.

Β ο xi tlx

NORWAY,

■

Parle,

placed

were

South Paris Savings Bank,
V. DAYTON BOLSTER,
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Treasurer.
Liabilities s
Depoelu,
Re serve fund,.
Undivided proflts
_

...
—

.......

•336,137 9H

*

on our

5.000
nibu», <)., 4*. 1920, Epidemic,.
ou
Danburv, ct, 3 1-2·, 1332, Funding.......... 3,ι
2,0(0
8ch.
Ind.
Dl>t.,......
Dulutb, Minn 5s, 1900,
9,000
Sch. DIht
i'hpemlng, M tab 4», 1916,Dock
and Wharf,. 5.00U
Marinette. Wis., 4», 1918,
5,000
Musslllon, O.. 4 1·2β. 1914. Paving
4,000
Muskegon, Mtcli 4e. 1917, Street Imp
2,500
Dl.t
lorough of Duujiore, l'a 4s, 1911, fcch.
· 40,300
Total public funds owned
Colt

OWNED.
irooetook Northern, 58, 1947,....
1931
langor A Aroostook, 4s,
'ortland A Kumford Falls, 4«, opt. 1924
R&lLROAD BONDS

5,(00
5,000
5,oo0

—$ 15,000
Total railroad bonds of Maine
5,000
Iriitol County Street, Mae·., 5e, 1921,
3,000
trockton A Plymouth St., Max»., 4 l-2s, 1W>
5,ooo
4 5·. I960
N.
Y„
l
nlon
Elevated,
Irooklyn
10,000
l'JX)
Janton-Maeelllon Electric, Ο., 5e,
5,000
Antral Π ranch, 4·, 1919,...
3.000
;icero A ProvUo Street, Chicago. 5e, 1915,
5,000
Mnclnnatl, Richmond A Muncle, 5e. opt. 1910,
:itUen·' Elect Ίο -treet, Newburyport, Μμ».Α 1920,. 5,000
5.0110
Traction. o.,5s,lwtt
Jay ton. Covington A Μαua
Η.000
îe· Molnee, Iowa Fall· A Northern, 5e, opt. 1J06,
3,(00
ice Molnee street, la., 6i, opt. 1900,
—

Detroit A Mackinac, 4·, 191»,.
laJtfonl A Springfield Street, 5s, 1921
lereford, 4·, 1980,
A New York, 4·, 1945
1920
.eiiDgton A Boston St, Mots 4 1-2*,
Manhattan. Ν. Υ 4s, 1990
tew Bedford, Mlddlcboro A Brockton, St.,
1920
<cwton Street. Mais., 5s, 1912,
l'orthern Pitclflc, General Lien, 3·, 2047
)gdensburg A Lake Champlitln, 4s, 1948,
iloux City Traction, la., 5', 1919,
To'edo Ral'way A Terminal, 4 1 2n, 1904
Jilea A Mob ,wk Valley, 4 1-2·, 1941
Vabasb, Omaha DivMon, 3 1-2·, 1911
A Noitb Branch, 4 1-29,1931

1,000
4,00(1
4.oui

2 000

The

good

new

some

to be in the sun.

good

see

$ 31^29

AND

50c.

obliged

urnUhêr,

I

SEE
ALL ARE INVITED TO CALL AND

4.80O00

3.000 00

5.3UO 00
5,150 00

4 875 00
β 000 (M)

3,000 (*>

966 oo
4.000 00

5,030 00
1.940 ·»Ι
5,050 00
3,090 00

5.100 00

5.000 00

5,000 00
10,000 00
4,900 On
3,000 00
5.000 00
3,000 00

5,000110

β,ΟΟΟ 00
3.000 0O
500 00
4,000 00
5,000 00
1,955 00
5,000 00
3,000 00

10,000 00
10,000(10
2 300 00
3.000 00
3 000 00
5.11)0 00
5 000 00
2,700 00
7,000 00

•124,565 00
1(1,00(100
3,000

Ul

5,000 00

5,100 00
5,000 00
510 00
500 00

10,000 00
5,000 00

5,000 00

5.00(100
5,000 00
820 00
300 00

· 31,320 00

1,000 00
1,000 00

300

12,400

11,160 00

500 00

KO 00

400

40 00

9,300 00

200 00

.700
560
î.ooo

1,000
2,700
l.ooo

750

7.600

400

'4,100

742 00
510 00

1,150 00
1,300 00
2,833 00
1,080 00
2,290 00
8,170 00
416 (10
4,920 00

700 00
500 00

1,000 00

l.ooo u)

2.700 00
1/MM» 011

750 OU

7,000 00

400 00
4,100 00

· "Î9.750

• 19,750 00
1,000 00
5,1)00 00

1,000 00
5,000 00

5,000 00

5,000 00

400 00
76 00
75 00
300 00

Γ— $ 6.000 00

400 00
75 00
75 00
300 00

400 00
400 00

LOANS TO CORPORATIONS.
Congregational Pariah of Part·,.......
Pythian Building Aatoclatlon, South Pari·,

700 00
100 00

700 00
10000

4,000 00

4,000 00

50000

Coke Company,

800 00

5,150 00

2,130 00

1,440 00

9,449 00

300 00

660 00
61,572 07

6 700 00

Real estate, Investment,..
Real estate, foreclosure,.

9,500 00

•

.· 12,80(1

400 00
400 00

5,00500

• 5,830 00

•

800 00

$

800 00

$ 4,300 00

90000

60000

•1.67107
6.700 00
5,086 00

• <7,191 07
$ 11,79600

9,196 90

Premium account,.
Expense aocount,.
on

30000

2,000 00

LOANS ON SAVING? BANK BOOK8.
Georgetown Saving· Bank, Mais
South Pari· Saving· Bank

Cash

·

• 4,601100

·

BONDS.

on Peopte'a Qai Light and
Bnflhlo, Ν. Y., bond·
Loan· on namea,
Loans on life Insurance policies,
Loans on penonal property
Loan· on moitgage* or real ectate

^
*

$ 14,412 50

1 0110 00
1,000 00
500 00
2 «m oo
150 00

614 81

9,234 29
2,234 81

deposit,..

Caab on hand,..—

OUR UNE OF

3,000 00

1,000
1,000
2,800

Total corporation
City Water Supply Co., Ν.WleY

Loan

Fancy

5 000 00
5,000 00
5.475 Wi
10,000 00

500 00

LOANS TO MUNICIPALITIES.
Town of P»rl·..
South Part· Village Corporation,.

Goods.

4,750 00
4,750 00
4,912 50

500 00

Flret

>

5,750 OU
4,730 00
4,900 00

500

LOANS ON CORPORATION STOCK.
Manufacturing Company, South Part·,.
Part· Manufacturing Company,
Pari*
People's Water Company, Southttoutb
Parts,...
Pine Tree Aqueduct Company,
South
Paris,...
Pythian Building Association,

us.

Telephone 106-3.

9,294 99
2,924 81

—

· 9,740 91
$ 11.43010

*356,137 tt

Stocks, Collars,
; Millinery, Gloves,
Corsets and Fancy Articles.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,

SOUTH PARIS,

500

500

corporation stock out of Maine,.
NATIONAL BANK STOCK OWNED.
7anal National Bank, Portland,
'asco National Bank, Portland
Klrst National Bank, Bath,
First National Bank, Lewloton,—
First National Bank, Portland,
Manufacturera' National Bank, Lewlston
Me chants' National Itank. Portland,
National Shoe A Leather Bank, Auburn,
National Trader·' Bank, Portland,
S'orw.ty National Bank, Norway
Tottl national bank stock owned

PARIS, MB.
31 Market Square, SOUTH

Millinery

S.oui

5,000
1,010

Mason

F. PLUMMER,

and

Κι,ΟΟΟ
3,000
5,000

—

SHADE HATS for those

Call and

corporation bonds of Maine
Rennselaer Water Co., Ν. Y., 4 l-2s, opt. 1905
CORPORATION 8TOCK OWNED.
Masonic Building Association, South Parle,
lit. Mica Building Association, South Parts
Korway Water Company
Blcbmond Water Company
Jan born Shoe Company, Norway,

LOANS ON RAILROAD
PbtlHp· A Kangeley ,..
Southern Indiana

« 40,425 00

2,365 «I
7,105 00

1126,300

Total

shown.

3.030 00
5,125 00
5,223 00
4,140 00
2 512 50

3,οθο
7,000

Total railroad bond· out of Maine
CORPORATION BONDS OWNED.
h merican Realty Compiny, 5·, opt. 1909,
Berlin Mill· Company, ft·, 1913
Jonaotldated Elec. Lt. Co., Portland, 4 1-2·, 1925
Eastern Steamship Company, 5s, 1927
Maine Water Company, 5«, 1931,...
tforway shoe shop Company, 5s, optional,..
Dxforu County I-oan Ass'n., Norway, 5«, opt.

Kennselaer Water Company,

have ever

4,800 00
2.000 00

3,300
3.000
3,0. ο
5,000
5.000

......

we

2.010 00
5,000 00
1,000 00
5,275 00

10,200 00
10,300 00
2,695 00
2,970 00
3,060 00
5.000 00

10,000

10 too

fVllllameport

Jconto

are very becoming
"YACHT and SOFT

Our line of CRASH HATS is the best

PRICE 35c.

Mass., 5s,

tock of Maine

styles

5,000
3,000
_

Total

PRICE 15c. TO $1.50.

J.

• 1,055 00

....

BRIMS for Men and Boys.

We have

ii
£s>.

PUIILIC FUNDS OWNED.

NEW ARRIVAL OF STRAW HATS
assortment in

1

S*

HATS.

A

—

Ë>

STRAW
inspection.

9340,435 65
s.meoo
»."17 33

Resources ι
η

NORWAY, MAINE.

for your

Co.,

OF THE

MAINE.

S.B.&Z.S. PRINCE,

and pretty.

low

I Π t CUrNUl I IU1>

>hïgb

a

as

Maine.

-

STATEMENT Oh

Shoe Store,

them.

We have

Piano,

Prescott and The Lauter Player
are sold for just

instruments, and

23rd DAY OF APRIL, 1906.
President.

counters Friday Morning,
May 4th. Come in and see

cure.

THAT

SOUTH PARIS,

360 Pieces Lace at 10c.
1000 Yards Lace at 5c.

during this time is beyond comprehension. Nothing gave him any permanent
relief until he used Chamberlain's Pain
Balm. One application of that liniment
relieved the pain and made sleep and rest
possible, and less than one bottle has
a

MAINS!.

PARIS,

SOUTH

AS IT EXISTED ON THE

JOBS

SCIATICA CURED AFTER TWENTY
YEARS OF TORTURE.
For mora than twenty years Mr. J. B.
Massey, of 3322 Clinton St., Minneapolis,
Minn., was tortured by sciatica. The
pain and suffering which he endured

I

SQUARE!,

30 MARKBT

Telephone 11B-8.

If troubled
I effected permanent
with sciatica or rheumatism why not try
Paris Hill closing June 1st.
and see for
Albert Littlehale was taken sick and
] a 25-cent buttle of Painit Balm
relieves tbe pain.
We had a little section of dogdays Miss Ethel Crockett continues the Whit·
how quickly
yourself
j
played
none more exciting
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
dropped into the middle οJ this back- teinora school in his place.
as evidence, "If we
brick school house yard Wednes- said about gossip
ward spring last Friday and Saturday.
Noyes
Tlie school committee voted to place a at the
the gossip there's Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
all
in
should
two
The
bring
school.
The mercury climbed well toward 90, wire feuce on one side of Paris Hill day afternoon after
we ehould be here Drug Store, Norway.
this
about
case,
been
Grammar
Paris
aud
were the South
the leaves came out with a rush,
school, and also at South Paris (iram- teams
a week."
Notwithstanding this, the
Stephen Leavitt, about 40 year» old,
everybody hustled to get into summer mar. They expect to repair Biscoe School and the second team from the for
was not at all jspicy, but was in- and James
with
a
were
hearing
evenly
very
School.
Then
Carrien, Jr., oldest son of
They
things dropped
clothing.
echo >1 house and add new desks. There High
who
those
for
dull
except
and stead rather
Alderman James Carrien, of Calais, were
•lull thud, and Monday morning tempera- is talk of
the West Paris build- matched in size and playing ability,
in
it.
painting
interest
some
had
personal
drowned at Meddybemps lake Thursday,
the High School team won out by a
tures as low as 28 were reported, and j
ing. The blackboards are to receive
The complaint was made by Cale L. while they were taking a boat load of
3. In the ninth ipning the
lawn standpipes and surface pipes were
attention as many are in bad score of 4 to
unof
officer
special
Woodstock,
truant
around
Morrill,
brick and other material to the summer
Grammar School boys got a man
frozen.
repair.
der direction of tbe superintending cottage of S. H. Phelan, situated on an
to third but he wae unable to score the
to
need
ill
evenings,
study
Many pupils
school committee, against Wilfred J. island in tbe lake. The boat was overEugene A. Briggs, who had been
and tieing run.
with consumption for a long time, died and could do so with mental profit
Smith of Woodstock, for failing to send loaded and was swamped and sank in 20
are
Parents
2.
BATES
The
without
week.
injury.
last
BADCUFFIC
physical
12;
his minor son, Charlie Smith, aged 12 feet of water. Leavitt leaves a wife and
Tuesday afternoon of
funeral was held Thursday afternoon, at- requested to encourage home study.
defeated a team from Bates years, to school. Hon. James S. Wright six small children. Currien was single.
Radcliffe
tended by Kev. J. W. Chesbro, and inter- The State Superintendent of School·, College at the fair grounds Saturday by of South Paris appeared for the state,
Mr.
Mr. W. W. Stetson, suggests that pupils
ment was in Riverside Cemetery.
IT IS DANGEROUS TO NEGLECT
the above score. The weather was the and £. C. Park, Esq., of Bethel, for the
houses of
Briggs was 34 years of age. and was the aid in rebuilding the school
best of the season thus far and a large respondent.
A COLD.
San Francisco. No pupil is to be urged crowd was on hand to enjoy the eport
sou of Edwin R. Briggs of West Bethel.
Smith lives in the section of the town
How often do we hear it remarked:
school
the
attend
the
He leaves a widow, who was Miss Nora to give, but will be allowed to contribute
to
the
which
was
from
pupils
The game
interesting up
a cold," and a few days later
so called, "It's ooly
^ hitnev before marriage, and a daugh- from one to ten cents. Each teacher sixth
inning when Wbittier, who had in the Chase school house,school
with
will receive the money and the town
house learn that tbe man is on bis back
the
ter a little less than four years of age.
weakenfrom
distance
a
at
the
and
a
before,
day
game
is of such common
will forward the gifts to pitched
the witnesses at pneumonia. This
superintendents
5
runs.
estimated
French,
scored
by
Rtticliffe
and
variously
however slight,
A test of the water pressure, under Mr. Stetson. The Paris school com- ed,
It occurrence that a cold,
was easy and Rad- from one and a half to two miles.
Chamber'lirections of officials of the Norway mittee voted to endorse this plan, a· a who took his place,
should not bo disregarded.
3 runs in each of the two appears that in previou· terms tbe
scored
cliffe
Ν ater Co., was made Saturday evening.
lain's Cough Remedy counteracts any
good lesson in national unity and inuiogs he pitched.
scholars from that neighborhood, includA pressure gauge was put on ^t the
in pneubeen car- tendency of a cold to result
philanthropy.
ing the boy in question, have
<lepot, and hydrant streams, with regular
We desire to bave a splendid drill in NOBWAY H. 8. 8; GOULD'S ACADEMY 8. ried to school, a member of Mr. Smith's monia, and has gained its great popularnuzzles of 1 1-8 inch opening, were put
and extensive sale by its prompt cures
all our schools in arithmetic, grammai
Norway High School base ball team family being engaged to carry them. ity
on, one at the depot, one at the Methof this most common ailment. It always
and spelling. Every pupil should learn went to Bethel Saturday and played a This
scholars
of
these
a
spring portion
For sale
uiJist church, one on High Street, and one
oures and ia pleasant to take.
at that were
how to write a correct letter.
game with Gould's Academy
kept at home by order of the board
With three
at the
& Co., South Paris; Jones
engine house
Howabd A. Clifford.
The teams proved to be well of health, so that there was only the by Shurtleff
place.
Store,
streams on the gauge went down to 28,
matched, and the score stood 8 to 8 at Smith boy In that section to go to school, Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes Drug
and with four playing full it went down
Memorial Services in Paris.
the end of the ninth inning, bnt it was and the committee decided not to trans- Norway.
low.
to 22. Those figures look rather
Memorial Sunday Wm. K. Kimball necessary to call the game at that time port him alone. His father refused to
The safe in the post office at KenheAs appears from the official announce- Post and Ladies of the O. A. R. will at to enable Norway to catch the train.
send him unless arrangements for trans- bunk was blown early Tuesday morning,
other
all
after
service· at the Congregationa
and
ment elsewhere in this paper, the state tend
were
made,
portation
and about 140 in money and 1900 in
Ser
Representative Caucus.
assessors hold two meeting· in Oxford church. South Paris, at 2:30 p.m.
methods of securing his attendance bad stamps was taken. The explosion was
According to the apportionment agreed failed, this complaint was made out.
County this week, to secure such in- mon by Rev. A. K. Baldwin.
heard by Dr. Ross, who fired several
Memorial Dey exercises will be helc upon four yeare ago, the town of Buckformation as they can to suable them to
For tbe defence it was asserted that shots from a revolver without effect,
Memberi
foi
as
follow·:
to
field has the Republican nomination
the boy was not strong, and was unfit
place a correct valuation on the wild at South Paria
! and the burglars got away.
These meetings will assemble at G. A. R. Hall at 1< representative to the legislature thii walk the distance to the school house;
ands of the county.
at
Riversid«
of
Exercises
had
m.
and
the
a.
of
Paris,
o'clock
are held regularly in all counties
that he was nervous, dyspeptic,
year in the district composed
NOT IF AS RICH AS ROCKEFELLER,
after which th< Buckfleld and Milton Plantation, and th<
Cemetery 10::» a.
state in which any wild lands are situât
required treatment by a physician at intx
will
a
candicomrades
of
buried
Dominate
If you bad all the wealth of f lock»
art
to
caucus
ed. The Oxford County meetings
grave·
tervals all bis life. Dr. Ο. K. Yates ol
Republican
held at. the court house in South Paris on decorated. General exercises at Ne» date will be held at Neslnsoot Hall, West Paris, who bad been the familj feller, the Standard Oil magnate, yoi
of tbe daj
testified as to the bov's con- could not buy a better medicine foi
Buckfield, on Saturday, May 20, at2:3C
Tuesday, and at the Municipal Court Hall at 2 p. m. The address
F. Whit
than Cbamberlain'i
room at Rumford Falls on Thursday, at will be given by Judge Charles
M.
Ition, and said that he considered il bowel complaints
!» o'clock a. m. of each day.
man of Norway.
would be detrimental to the boy's healtt Colio, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
the school house The moat eminent physician can not pre
A very cordial invitation la extendw
Manufacturera of other high gradt to walk the dlstanoe to
The Mechanic Falls Water and Electric
to tbe citizen· of Paris to be present ai
of the bearing Jndgt > scribe a better preparation for colic anc
then
close
want
the
when
At
Sorosls
they
shoe· buy
and Power Co. has been purchased all of these exercise·.
diarrhoea, both for children and adults
j-'ght
for use In their own famille·. This is ι Davis discharged Smith.
by I.ibby Λ Dingley, who own the biu
H. H. Maxim, P. C.
The uniform success of this remedy h ai
are sold In this vicinlt]
Sorosls
fact.
power plant at Deer Rips on the Andro T. F. Hathaway, S. M. Adjt. protein.
abown it to be superior to all others. It
sue
Shoe
Swett
Co.,
N.
S.
NIPPLES.
the
SORB
will
only by
«oggin above Lew iston, and they
never fails, and when reduced with watei
cessora to Smiley Shoe Store, Open
effected
Mechanic
be
of
by applying and sweetened, is pleasant to take. Ever]
A cure may
lighting systems
STOMACH TROUBLES.
2»
Norway.
ohllc
j
House
tbe
Block,
as
theii
soon
as
from
SaWe
Hebron
Oxford
and
Chamberlain's
ΛΠ»,
! family should be supplied with it. Sok
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly rt
Deer Rips power, holding the powei
is done nursing. Wipe it off with a sof
by Shurtleff A Co., South Paris; Jonei
wa
of
nurse
Miss.,
to
child
Faisonla,
•
the
resident
resenr<
in
Thanks.
these
of
before
for
used
Card
oloth
allowing
•pected
lights
formerly
Oxford; Noyes Drug 8tore
Drugstore,
thai
use this salve wltl ,
for a case of emergency. In this business > siok with atomach trouble for more
wish to thank all onr neighbor) ι Many trained nurses
We
Norway.
8tomaci
box
Chamberlain'·
transaction the Lewiston papers m > aix months.
who so kindly as the best results. Price 26 cents per
her. She aayi and friends and orders,
& Co., 8outh Paris i
Ά man living outside of Freeport has ι
great pos-ibilities for the future, oae οι and Liver Tablets oared
listed us during our recent bereavement ,, Sold by Shortleff
ai
and
want
I
while ι
Druj
Noyes
Oxford;
»«»e possibilities being the lighting oi "I can now sat anything
ant
Jones
: bull which he drives In harness
Store,
of
Drug
word·
kind
I,
sympathy
also for the
t
man in Topsbam has been working ι
South Paris streets from the Libby A the proudest woman in the world
Norway.
Store,
flower·.
j
the beautiful
For sale b
! peculiar team in the woods the past win
Hingley dam, twenty mile· or non find auoh a good medicine.
John Bennett.
Jonc
Di > tar, consisting of a cow and bull yoket r
•way. It take· a decidedly prophetic 1 Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paria; Stort
Glasses on weekly payments.
Mb. aed Mes. H. N. Portes.
and a horse on ahead.
South Pari/ Drug Store, Oxford; Noye· Drag
,
Paraenter. Bead my ad.
, together
South Paris, May IT, 1906.
S· to see the streets of 1900.
lighted la tiu· jstr of gno«
[Norway.
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We carry

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

attended

and they are worth it.
every way. They cost $3 50
in this
large stock of them and are the sole agents

right in

Prices range from the cheapest
to the best. Come now and have
Don't wait until
the first pick.
the best are gone.

Also I have
of the instrument.
norey as they can be *old for the quality
The best of several medium
Prices
on
hand.
of Plumbing Goods.
fctock
A
always
large
grade pianos.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
and
interest
we
will
for
Send
and
terms
try
you in
ow,
catalogue
easy.
goods. Call and tee this line. Job he best
are on the market.
that
pianos
No
to.

bing promptly
Terms| charge
for team.

havingbeen
mSatisfactory arrangementssubscribed
to OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,
made and sufficient money

Thebnext

„Λ„

Lot

new

N.

1 ire

Co.
Shoe
Swett
N.
Ε.
The
01"f sswS?
srffir%5
ctosîf

given'to

"»o

Augusta,

Borders and Mouldings to match.

Me.

Sorosis Shoes"

are

??£3Γ Al«Î».SÎAnn.ëô^

Alaban"j·

minUhed

scribable.

A

PLUMMER,

It makes no difference what you pay for your shoes if you get
a
Value Received, and that is what you get every time you buy
used
is
stock
of
best
the
pair of "Sorosis" Boots or Shoes. Only
in their construction. They are made by skilled workmen. They

P,Th.UlM«Îho°d,»rs.°bb..h

Ζ 7h.

JAMES

Xj. AC. Longley,
MRS. E. H. CUMMINGS,
Maine.
Norway,
Maine.
Paris,

A
lighted to see them once more.
generous portion is left In the sickroom,
that cheer and happinese may behadb*
inhaling their nectar from the pine
School bave
journey is
scented homeland. The
orolonged that another family may re- elected the following officers:
E. GlbeoD.
acquaintance with the flowers Supt.-Harrf
λ
t Suut.—O. L. Stone.
»··<> to plok on Marth.·. Vm.y»d
Sec —Mrs. Wlnntfred Davis.
True to their mission they bring nacic
Λ eft. Seo.-natel Benne tt.
TffMB.—4. X. Bennett.
the memory of former days and aconOnranifit—Annie Gibson.
tention is here made that the very fine«t
Koechnens are to be found only on the
Vineyard. Some other neighbors come convention in June at
Cobb.
in who had never seen them before, and
J u suggested the cape jasmine
Bertha Strout, Hazel Bennett and Hiram
that grew about their home in
The eize of the bouquet is much di
by the time it gets back to the

Sëw theTr

|

Two rents, also rooms.
reasonable. Inquire of

was

SjSErtaSM

WAITED.
having an Atlas of Ox·
Any
ford County by Caldwell and Halfpenny, 1880, wishing to fell please
drop a postal to the subscriber,
stating price and condition of book.
one

PAPERS!

WALL

an

Carpenter's

Organ,

brings
"weTtopnext at the doctor's porch
show them to him who asks for few to

STOMACH TABLETS.

■

««ent^and Lpoo

a

F. A. SHUBTLEFF A CO.

FOB MI O-BA

"Sat in haste and repent at leisure" Is
old saying brought np to date.
Hurry at breakfast means a bad start
a
Foot-Ease,
Altai's
for the day, and if jou hurry also at the
Shake Into yoor shoe·
It cares Tired, Aehlng, Callous. other
powder.
moaJs, yon will scon suffer with
and
all
At
feet
Swollen
Druggists
Sweating,
nervous*
Shoe Store·, J6c. Sample Van. Address, Allen loss of appetite, sleeplessness,
η ess, furred tongue, specks before the
S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. T.
eyes, headaches, back-aches, weakness
and debility, indigestion or other ills
Bora.
that are caused by an abased stomach.
Here In Paris, as in thousands of other
In West 8toneham, May 2, to the wife of John
a
Adams,
daughter.
IQ.
places over the country, hurry at meals
increases the druggist1· business. Not a
Married.
day passes that V. A. Sbnrtleff A Co. do
not sell several packages of Mi-o-na
In South Paris, May 19, by Margaret A. Baker, stomach tablets to those who have ruined
duly authorized, Mr. Kalle Helkklnen and Mice their digestion by not taking time to eat.
Heta Llta Tenbonen, both of Paris.
Of course indigestion has many other
In Waterford. May 5, by Rev. B. A. Bum ball.
Mr. Walter Shaw and Miss Stella Adams, both causes, but whatever the cause, the remof Waterford.
edy is the same, Mi-o-na. It cures any
In Ht Jobnsbunr, V»., May IS, by Rev. A. T.
there may be, increases the flow
Welch, Mr. Fred H. Brans of South Paris and acidity
Ν.
H.
of the gastric juices, and actually gives
Mrs. Ina M. Frisxell of Κιτοί,
strength and tone to the whole digestive
system, so that yon can soon eat anything
Died.
at any time without fear of indigestion.
P. A. Sburtleff Sl Co. have seen so many
In South Paris, May 15, Eugene A. Briggs,
cures made by Mi-o-na that they sell it
84 years.
aged"84
Buck field, May 18, Andrew J. Hall, aged 81 under an absolute guarantee that it will
In Bo
years.
be successful in every case where it ib
In Lovell, May 18, Nathaniel Palmer, aged,
used in accordance with directions, that
about 88 years.
In Bethel. May 17,8ldney Goodwin.
is, one tablet before each meal, and will
In Peru, May 10, William Gillespie, aged 72
refund the money to anyone whom it
years
does not help. A large box of Mi-o-na
In Oxford, May 18. Orin A. Martin.
In Noiway Lake, M«y 11, Mrs. Johi 8. Knee- tablets costs but 50 cents if it cures;
land.
if it fails.
In Porter, May 13, Mary, wldt w of John Lord, nothing

will they remain In this
state, is the first query?
We have some neighbors wht> must
enjoy with us their visit. They are nia Pike have leased the aoyes »>w
vacated by Otto Schnuer, and will
taken across the street to a friend who
welcomed them as her farorite harbioger open » cobhler'e shop aod a store for the
of spring in her Massachusetts home.
tell of the old pasture where
She too
elie always found them growlug. We
or mo»
m ηst leave some of them
of her family have never
she wants them to "just smell of these
„
crush the «*""·
lovely visitors from the East.
is doing well.
Another neighbor, up the street, use
to hunt them in Yarmouth, and they
aged M years.
and Upper Dam the amt ol the
In Hanover, May 14, Mrs. J. E. Russell, aged
surely must have some before thev fade.
66
years.
On the way to this home some ladle· are
In U|<ton, May 5. Mrs. Jane 8anborn, widow of
·*
at work on their lawns and they are ask- land Howe, M
the late Wm. Sanborn, aged 78 years.
J.
Albert
Stearns,
In Norway, April 19, Mrs. Sarah E. Morse,
ed if they ever saw the
On
agod 70 years.
and are invited to smell of them.
In Mexico, May 15, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Howe stopped with her Everett
—ain't they lovely,
Smart, aged 1 year, 4 months.
Rumat
A.
E.
Mrs.
Morrison,
them
daughter,
"We never saw
er" the younger one said,
For Sale.
fume reminds me of the
th
"We are from the South
me she said,
I
and
Stoves,
3
where the magnolia trees are so grand
Tools, fitted stove wood and all [
and fragrant at this season of the year,
kinds of household furniture.
and there is something in the odor of
Η1Π place h,
these that makes me think of my old
MRS. E. A. BRIGGS,
South.™ hom.." A tow of the NorthSouth Paris, Me.
Ave.,
their
where
left
niant* are
presence
remembrances of happy homes In

All the new styles and
best things in

HURBY AT MEALS WILL SEBD YOU TO

one

liS

FIRST PICK.

Take Time

North Berwick bad a 920,000 fir· Tuesday, the property destroyed Including
the Baptist church, a portion of the
North Berwick Hotel, a stable, two
storehouses, a blacksmith ahop and two

NOBWAY.

Mayflower».

HIÛDKK OF THE OLD HOME.

work has been done by them, several
By Force of Impulse.
in town sending their patients
One of the most ambitious plays, in hospitals
Of course many
out here the first day.
acting, costuming and stage setting, that arrived
absolutely destitute of clothing.
has been attempted by amateurs in
In one ward alone twenty women out of

who submitted to
apt. H. N*. Bolster,
ago, is

surgical operation two weeks
he
rep· rted improving, though
a

A Booqott of

The festival chôma has closed ita worl ε Condition* After the Earthquake
for the season, and will have no more r«
(The following I· « portion of a personal letlei
written to ft fi tend la the but by Ml-· MorrU
hearaala until fall.
daughter of Col. Charloa tiorris of the Unllec
ReT. S. G. Davia «»f Norway wil I State· Aimy, who·» family have «pent «vera
at Parla Bill. At the time of theS&i
preach in the Univeraallat church a« y rammer·
Francl'oo earthquake Col. MorrU Wftaln com
Sunday on exchange.
niand rt the Preehllo, wh'ch, I · Is generftllj
known, la the military réservation at San Fran
The Ladiea' Aid of the M. E. churcl » cUco. Thl· letter le dated at lhat p ace, April
will serve a supper, followed with ι i ttth, e'even day· alter the earthquake )
Thank you very much for yoai
social, at their vestry Thuraday, Ma;
24, at 6:30 o'clock.
thoughtful offer of aid. Anything in
the line of clothes, new or old, will be
All members of Circle No. 10, Ladiei
Babie·' and
more
than acceptable.
of the G. A. R., are requested to meet at
children1· clothe· are in constant deGrand Army Hall Saturday evening
mand every day, and I don't eee how the
May 20, at 7:30, for memorial aervlce.
thousand· of homeless families are to be
Seventeeu teachera in the Paria achooli kept even fairly clothed and comfortable
met in the grammar achool house Satur
during the coming week· of fog· and
The relief etation· are
day morning for the discussion of im cold winds.
portant matters pertaining to their work doing a great work, but of course there
has been and will be yet a great deal of
Next Sunday evening the Epwortl
to the immense numbers to
ita
celebrate
aeventeentl waste, owing
League will
be fed and clothed, which can not be
in
the
Methodist
church.
A
anniversary
strictly supervised by the limited numprogram of special interest will be pre ber of workers.
pared.
If you can get up a sewing club and
A party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. make fiannellette slips and petticoat· for
Hurry A. Morton, S. Barry Locke. John babiea and children, it would be a great
T. Lindley, and Misses Olive and Sara help. For weeks to come these things
Swetf, has ipent a few days at Camp will be needed, as materials are scarce
Concord.
here, and people too poor to buy them
and too busy getting a roof over their
Pvthian Sunday was observed by
heads and food to eat to make them up.
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P, with the decoWhy not send the box by freight, so as
ration of graves of deceased Knight»,
to save expressage, and at the same time
and sermon, Sunday afternoon. The
allow your sending any old things yon
graves in Riverside Cemetery were decocau collect? Shoes of all kinds ana sizes
rated iust before the church service.
are much in demand, as the cars are not
The sermon was by Rev. J. W. Chesbru
and every one has to walk
at the Baptist church at 2:30, his theme running,
Hence in a short time there will be albeing the friendship of David and most no one too
proud to accept a p;»r
Jonathan. The singing was by a male
of whole shoes! I wish I had a pair this
of
Messrs.
quartette composed
Sessions, minute to
give the rector of my dear litCole, Carl S. Briggs aud George A. tle St.
the Virgin'*, hi» feet are alMary
was
a
There
Briggs.
large attendance, most on the
ground. St. Mary's is alabout a hundred Knights and a good
most the only uninjured church in town.
number of members of the Sisterhood
The hospitals here are crowded, and
from the two towns being out.
A very wonderful
were much more so.

feuwttat

l'ht ΦχίαχΑ

MAINE.

Unpaid accrued Interest,

•,77170

—

$370,432 37
346,605 65

Doe depositor·, earned dividend and accrued state tas.
Estimated market value of resources above liability
for deposit·, earned dividend and State tax,
Annul expenses, $1,900.

•24,316 71

F. E. TIMBERLAKE, Bank Examiner.

OASTORIA
Tie KM Ym Htn Always Bwcht

·«

The Artful Drummer.
▲ drewed-up voting man bounoed Into
u> office foil or broken the other afterjood, and pulled a pack of card* out of

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.
Sulky Plow, the Syracuse Sulky and Walking Plows,
Disc and Cutaway Harrows, Standard Harrow Company's Tool·, Spring
Tooth Harrows, Riding and Walking Cultivators, Bateman Manufacturing
and Belcher & Taylor
Company's Goods. Also Adriance, Piatt & Co.,
Gasoline
Engine·, Repairs and
Goods, '76 Plows, Corn Planters,

At the National

OftcraspoadMoe on topics

of Interest tothe 1&.U
Istoadied. Addrsss: Cdttor uomutl·!1.
Colo MX, Oxford Democrat. Fui·. Mslu»

What
U4^D««kl« Cariallneati.
Doubly curtail boldly and have

No.

1.

tpherical.

2. Doubly curtail a clattering noise
and have thin, flying clouds.
3. Doubly curtail a noisy talker ari
bare extravagant language.

TIME IS THE TEST

No. 115.—Amlmal Rckaa.

like the cream separator.
of durability in a high-speed machine
Run twice
a harder test.
No other machine a (armer tues bas
only do thorough work,
not
must
it
summer,
•very day. winter and
profitable, it auut be durable.
but to be

permanently

CREAM

.9. SEPARATORS
UC
frame encloses entirely all
are built (or lung service. A solid, low
them from dirt and danger of inthe operating parts,
are
tew,
easy
simpleand
togct at. Ballbearing!
jury. The parts
reduce weal
at high speed points, combined with automatic oiling,
Such careful and thoras well as insure the easiest operation.
better
to
S.
U.
the
construction is what enables

protecting

ough

layer cake like the following
and bake in three «hallow tins:

recipe

a

cupfuls of powdered sugar and
beat It with half a cupful of
butter. Beat thVee eggs very light and lurprtse.
mix with it and stir In slowly one cupful
"Very wonderful; most mysterious,"
of milk. Sift two teaspoonfuls of bak- remarked the stranger. "You see, the
ing powder through three cupfuls of ι jirl can beoalled up under fifty-two
flour. One teaspoonful of vanilla. Very tames, all at the same number, of course,
■lightly crush or cut in two some straw- In Harlem; fifty-two cards, fifty-two
berries and cover the top of one cake name·. Miss Jones, theaoe of hearts;
when cold, sprinkling with sugar; put Kiss Smith, the ten of clubs; Miss
on top another cake and some more ber- Brown, the three of spades—that's the
ries, and then the last cake, and deco- ane you had. Allow me to present my
rate the top with either icing or whipped business card. We make the best fitting
other
United
cream and berries, or any fancy design l>ant« in these or any
Good morning!"
States. Thank you.
desired. Serve with cream.
Take two

cream or

tested.

Meat Market.

Carpets
patterns and clean

to cto.se out odd
up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

hand.

An amphibious animal of tbe Saurian
York Tribune.

constantly on | family.—New

Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Fresh tish arrives every Monday after-

Thursday morning.
shipping live stock every week,
paying full market price.

noon

and

Am
and

T. Ttiayer,

SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

M ARKET

WE WILL START YOU
IN THE

Tea and Coffee Business.

Corner Main and Oanforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Fresh meats of all kinds

We offer a special opportunity and will «tart
of your
you In a Tea. Coffee and Spice bualne·»
our
own; hundreds have been Kucceettful under
co-operation an·I are now prosperous merchants;

vou and work with you to make you
; teas tn any nuautlty Sc. to 25c. per
write for our new
for
the finest
pound
la· β price list and tpeclal Information; 35 year·
In t>u-lne»8
we

»

Sour
Stomach

aasl»t

neve "fui

gra'es;

NEW YORK, CHINA It 1ΑΡΛΝ TEA CO. IMPORTERS),
Hudson and Canal Streets, New York City.

|

ness.

I

sour stomach
we are now

troubled wtth
cured ne and

«ai

Kodol
tar baby."

No. 11S.—Bcbcadmenti.

Cocoa beans grow in

pods

fcr twenty year·.
using It to mtik

cate

Bottle» ooly. $1.00 Size holding 2 H times the trial
size, which sells for SO cents.

They

Prepared by E. Oh OeWITT h OO.. OHIOAQO.

ALL

Mythological Enigma.
of fourteen letters.
My 0, 2. 1, 2. 4, 7 was the goddess of
orchards and fruit.
My 1. 10, S, 11 was the god of war.
My 12. 7. 5. 3, 8, 9 was the god of

six

contain

We

that

beans

cost

—

the highest

us·

grown and
nothing in

Typewrit ors

are

Is

there

That is

4

why it

Show

a

girl seventy-one

styles of
something

new

shirtwaists and she will want
different.

It is possible to obtain relief from
chronic indigestion and dyspepsia by the
Some of
use of Kodol for Dyspepsia.
the most hopeless cases of long standing
have yielded to it. It enables you to
digest the food you eat and exercises a
corrective influence, building up the
efficiency of the digestive organs. The
etomach is the boiler wherein the steam
is made that keeps up your vitality,
Kodol digests
health and strength.
what you eat. Makes the stomach sweet
—puts the boiler in condition to do the
work nature demands of it—gives you
relief from digestive disorders, and puts
you in shape to do your best. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

ilies in the state.
My great-grandfather was owned by Napoleon III.,
and nothing but the bluest blood runs
my pedigree.

Her· is

my veins.

In

is

the most delicious of
cocoas.

TMI WUTO a. UWIII c·.

■Miorc

every

typewriter-quality

for

((«•Illy-attribute for attribute—by the

Underwood.
approach It In rtipuualvtneti-In
perfection- How rcacuible
It In appearance, dealgn and flnUh. It·
lucreaaing faute uiake· permanent the
ITow

mechanical

Standard—

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KIND.

Imitations

Never

are

Good.

so

l'SUERWUOI» TYPEWRITER CO.,
Ml
7·

Broadway, Sew York.
Portland, Me.

Exchange St.,

Eastern Steams! Company.
Portland Division.

Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.

J. WALDO

ΧΆτβ

Superb

Buw β

of this line leave
Portland, and India

tea mors

Franklin Wharf,

Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)

7 p.

at

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
of thin Company, is insured
against lire and marine risk.

LISCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
J.

Licensed Taxidermist.
MASONIC BLOCK,

st.

steamers

P.

Pranklin

CALVIX AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Picture Frames

Builders' Finish I
I will furnish DOOttS «util WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable price·.

M

specialty.

Also

of

limited number

W. C.

36

Pleasant

$4

Why take a dozen things to care that
cough? Kennedy's Laxative Honey and
Tar allays the oongeetion, stops that
tiokling, drives the cold out through the
bowels. Sold by F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.
Tbe Wife—He told me that if I married him my every wish would be grati-

fied.
per 100.
The Mother—Well, is it not so?
The Wife-No. I wis*) I hadn't

THAYER,

St., South Paris,

ried him.

Me

For Sale.

anxious

NOTICE.

mar-

A COLD IN ONB DAT
rake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Druggists refund money if it falls to
E. W. Ghovx's signature is on
sure.
ΓΟ CURB

I «oh

box.

25c.

MBliggins

OXFORD CO. CREAMERY.

doesn't take any interest In

Eggs for hatching, pure 1 Mcebân."
"How do you know?\
"He
allows himself to become
bred White Plymouth, ingry
exoited."
Not
thing harmful in One Minute
Rocks. 50 cents for tough
Cure, bat it relieves
cough
luickly, outs tha phlegm. Healing and
of
Sold
V.
A.
Shortfall
A Co.
;
by
oothing.
setting 13.
never

The annual meeting of the stockholders of Pythian Building Association for the election of officers for
the ensuing year will be held at the
South Paria Savings Bank on Mon-

day, May ai, 1906,

a

75c. per setting of 15.

Creamery, in large quantifresh and good, making first

o'clock,
GEORGE M. AT WOOD,
Clerk.
at 2

Wyandottes.

Reds.

At the

are

and

Rocks

Rose Comb Rhode Island

SOUTH PARIS.

We

....

KLLIj oVKlt vead

that it goes back to the
You
time when chickens lirst inhabited lhi«
can see

carl h."

"Gh. that's nothing!" said the older
"I'm game nil over. 1 don't
count so much on what my grand
father and great-grandfather did. but
rooster.

what I can do

myself."

And with that

he gave the proud rooster such a t#r
rible thrashing (hat it fell over dead
on the pedigree it had been showing.

Then the old rooster started to crow,
and said. "A live game bird Is worth
he
a thousand blue blooded ones," and

went on picking corn.
Moral.—Learn to depend upon yourself and not on what your ancestors
did.—Detroit Journal.

p. m.

or
a

a

you?
Toby—Oh, quite.
Papa—Did he tell
Toby—Yes; after

,

:

j

Raymond L.

At wood,

PARIS HILL.

The rector was showing ns through
the Sabbath School. "And where is the
infant class?" we thoughtlessly inquired.
"Ours is a very fashionable congregation," sighed the good man in reply.
"Alas, we have no infants."

three or four sliced

Have you

weakness

of any

kind—

35
cherries if you bave them. When the Tea is the supreme curative power.
F. A. Shurtleff A
punch is served add a tablespoonful of cents, Tea or Tablets.
powdered sugar and two tablespoonfuls Co.
of shaved loe.
Mabel—I am in the bines to-day; I
STBAWBEBBIES AND TOAST.
never (fit so miserable.
Cut some slices of stale bread very
Bertha—Why, I can always cheer
thin and toast them a light brown, but- myself op thinking what beautiful
ter quite tblek, and line the bottom and olothes I could buy if I only had the
sides of a pudding dish with tbem. Fill money.
tbe dish with strawberries as full as it
A torpid, inactive liver can produce
will hold and sift plenty of sugar
through and over them. Set this in the more bodily ills than almost anything
Serve vefy else. It U good to clean the system out
oven for about half an hoar.
cold with rich cream.
occasionally. Stir the liver np, and get
into ahape generally. The best results
ν
STBAWBEBBY JAM.
ire derived from the use of Do Witt's
Take equal weights of berries and Little Early Riser·. Reliable, effective,
well in a pre- pleasant pills with a reputation. Never
sugar. Maab tbe berries
serving kettle, heating slowly for balf an {ripe. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
hour; then add the sngar and boil
Wife—Yon were talking in your sleep
twenty minutes, stirring frequently and
laat night, dear. Why do you persist in
skimming.
lolng it?

before

k GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
nies. Druggists are authorised to roj und money If Paao Ointment (alls to
, tnro in 6 to 14 days. 60 oeota.
■

Uncle Eben,
"Some folk·," said
Never let the snn's rays strike
the mercurv and < 'seems to Pagine dey kin make np fob
"What's the real reason more women mirror. It acts npon
at do
make· the glass cloudy, which all the , loir own shortcoming by sooldin'
marry?"
remove.
< ihlldron."
not
will
·' lon't
world
in
fefi·
Tabbing
"Beeanse more men don't

propose."

Dr. Austin Tenney,

SPECIAL

NOTICE.

j

mmÊÊm

damaged Cylinder

Tools!
Farming
Outside

Records,

They are worth
exchange plan.

25

cents each on

my

the.City.

Largest Line

Plow
—

SULKY

Ο. Κ CLIFFORD,

High St.,

24

South Paris, Me.

For Sale in South Paris.
The house and land belonging to the

estate of I ho late Mrs. Sarah W. FlewHt,
eiaiattd in the center of the village, has
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
with sheds, large attic, &c., and is in
The grounds are
excellent condition.
extensive, containing additional house
lots.
W. T. IIEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris.
TEA' HERS.

teachers wc can get, both
We want all Hi
sexes, for Kali positions, ungraded, primary,
send for circular
gramm >r, and high school*,
and register.
Eastern Maine Teachers' Λgencr,
Stockton Spring.-, Maine.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the limiter of
ALFRED !..

J

Ju Uankruptcy
DAVIS,
t!antru:>t. J
To the Hon. CLARENCE Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
I.. DAVIS, or Humford, In tlm
County ni Oxford, and State of Maine,
In «aid District, respectfully represent*, that
of May, IPCS, he was duly
on the 6th day
bankrupt, under the Act* of Congress
relating to Ilankruplcy; that he has duly surrendered all hU proimrty and rights of property
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore tie pray», that he may be decree,
by the Court to have a full discharge from al!
debts provable airalnst his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, exocpt such debts a« arc ex
discharge.
cepted by law from such
Dated this 2nd day of M Ay, A. D. 1!WU.
A l.frtED L. DAVIS, Bankrupt.
D18TIUCT ok Maine, as.
On this Sth dav of Miy, A. D. lao»;, ο
rending the foregoing petition, It Is—
onlered by tne Court, that a hearing be bad
upon the same on the 2ith day of M»y, A. D.
1906, before said Court at l'ortlaml, In said Die
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and tliut
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
ami that all kuown creditors, and other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said time am'
place, and show' cause, If any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

granted.

And it Is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor* copies of said pétition and till* order, addressed to them at their places of resilience as
stated.
w ttness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 5tn day of May.
Λ. n. nice.
JAMES K. H Κ W Κ Y, Clerk.
[L. *.]
Λ true copy of petition and order th?rron.
AUcsl: JAMES Κ IIEWEY. Clerk.

grafted

to 15 horse power.

by International

made

harvester Co.
JOHN DBBRE,
NATIONAL.
WIARl),

SVRACL'SK.

four different makes.

Plows, Cultivators, Spring Tooth
Harrows, Corn Planters, Potato
Planters, Webber Wagons.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine.

Always Remember the Full Name

I

Quinine

1 axative Rromo

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.

]

Box·

on

25c.

We want to spin.—
You a yarn about

is

In the first

no

place

experiment.

just

pigs.
J.

Paris,

700,000 shingle''.
It is

practically fireproof;

the National

Association

of

Fire

Underwriters

cimiers.
accept it in the class with gravel roofs as it is proof against sparks and
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as compared with shingles,
being 20 to 40»pcr cent cheaper, accotding to the quantity and thickness used,
Now is the time to buy your than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra cost of laying the
are entirely unsuitable,
SPIREAS, ROSEBUSHES, SY- shingles. There are many roofsassoa 11 it thatorshingles
tin roof at a small part of the
while Paroid would be as good
giavel
SMOKE
TREES, cost. Is is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows. liy using Paroid
RINGAS,
it is practicable to buiid sheds, poultry bouses, Ac., with llat roofs at a big saving
GRAPE VINES, ETC.

Shrubs and Plants.

Baby

Rambler Roses, bloom

in material.

We have the well knowu

pleased

Waterproof Paper.
011 application.

tion

S. F.

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,

Job Team Work.
Jobbing of all kinds with onel

April

quantity desired.

LO*D

C<\fl

_ —

horses, also corn plant·
L. E. NOYES,
South Pari·.
30, 1906.

SON, Agents,

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

>BàteÎ=!i!?.'i|'
two

to

Rope Rooting

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Tki KM You Han Always Bought

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lamet escalation of any scientific Journal. Tenu, SI a
rear; four months, $L Sold by all MtHnlm

ing.

which is an
Also the Neponset Black
samples and further informa-

Red

more.

South Paris, Maine

Scientific Jlmerfcao.

horse or

or

MAXIM &

In any
tpeè'ùà nolùe, without t——,

Neponset

yrar| excellent low-priced We
roof, good for live years
furnish
shall bo

Patents

Frer.

MAINE, j

2

you should know that Paroid
It ha» been on the market about
In 1808 the U.S.
ten years and has stood the <e»t.
Government need a large amount of it in Cuba; four
years later, it having proved so satisfactory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet fur shipment to Manila, and
For Sale.
Lave now used many million square feet of it. The
Eight acres of nice orcharding, Panama Canal Commission placed their whole order
Ί wo acres for Paroid, although nearly a hundred bids on imitaand in bearing.
were submitted.
Railroads, manufacturers and
out of vil- tions
of nice tillage land,
farmers all over tho country use it and indorse it.
lage. Also a new milch cow, and The sales of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a
Call on or I year or approximately 20,000,000 feet.
four weeks old
We have handled Paroid lor about four years, having sold over 130,000 feet
A.
PENLEY,
address,
and the sale is rapidly increasing. In 190") we sold enough to take the plaee of
Me.
South

Wanted.

WEST PARIS,

|

make.

Plows

Disk Harrows

ORIIEIt OF XOTIIK TIIKKKON.

10 A. M. to 4 Λ0 P.M.

Ε. H. PIKE,

Spreaders

Adjudged

Next vi«lt Thursday, Jane 7th

PEELED PULPWOOD.

flanure

ALFRED

youj

Ryes Examined

Engines

j
I

International Harvester Co.

Gasoline

Sulky

Discharge.

)

I hare changed my ofllce from the Elm House, round.
Niagara Grape 35c., ConNorway, to rojm· over ShurtlelTe Drug Store, cord
Anything
35c.
save the
to
Grape
this
change
I
mike
Paris.
9ouih
on the
want in this line at low price.
time consumed getting over and back
In the office,
eli ctriea, th is getting a longer day
alao to belter accommodate my patienta coming
down the Grand Trunk and from points noilli
and eut of Paris.
eo YEARS'
InconvenI tru't^ba change will not greatly
EXPERIENCE
roc.
ience others who wish to consult
REMEMP.EH ΤΠΕ Pl.ACE AND ΠΑΤΕ,
Pa Is. Hours
over shurt'efTe Diug Store, South

.Husband—Good Lord, Maria, a man Spruce, Fir, and Poplar
>nght to be allowed to talk sometimes,
{ Mightn't he?
delivered at any «tation.

-a]

THC CCNTAUR COMPANY. TT MURRAY STRICT. Htw YORK CITY.

or

Cylinder

(

serving.—Ex.

Save your broken

In Use For Over 30 Years.

A full line of Columbia Disc and

To

ADDISON E. UERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
ALBERT 1». PARK. Register

the
strawberries, squeeze over them the stomach, back, or any organs of
with ordinary
juice of one orange, add a few slices of body? Don't dope yourself
Mountain
banana and a little pineapple, also a few medicine. Hollistcr's Rocky

Crush to a smooth paste one quart of
ripe berries, add tbe juice of one lemon
and three pints of water. Let stand
three hours, then strain the juioe through
a cloth over three-fourths of a pound of
and stir
sugar, squeezing the cloth bard,
until the sugar is dissolved. Set on lee

Opportunity

Scrapers.

PUNCH.

STRAW BEBBY ADE.

ALWAYS

buying

It pour· the oil of life into your sysPut strawberries and small pieces of
tem. It warms you up and starts the pineapple in alternate layers in a glass
life blood circulating. That's what Hol- dish. Pour over them the strained juice
lister's Rocky Mountain Tea does. 35 of two oranges or lemons. Serve with
F. A. Shurtleff sponge cake.
cents. Tea or Tablets.

Eggs for Hatching.
White

Buttermilk.
ties,

r,

CASTORIA

GENUINE

WALKING

TAPIOCA.

FBUIT SALAD.

FBUIT

Experiments

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

—

In one pint of cold water soak one
of pearl tapioca for two hours or
Then put it in a saucepan over
more.
tbe fire, adding one pint of water and
sugar to taste. Cook about half an
hour or until clear. Have ready one
quart of etemmed and clean strawberries and pour over tbem tbe prepared
tapioca and set away in a cool place or
on ice.
Serve with cream and powdered

glass put

physician.

Syracuse

cupful

Into each

unnecessary

and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea aiul Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend*

—

Citiman—I suppose you fellows in the
Maine. oouotry are glad to see this rain?
Subbube—Not muoh!
Citiman—Why, it will make things
grow quickly*
Subbube—That's just it It will make
the infernal grass shoot up so we'll have
to cut it soon.

calls are made
Follow the first
rule of health. "Keep your bowels
regular." Take "L. F." Atwood's Bitters when nature needs a little assist-

Many

upon the

W. A. Porter,

CUSTABD.

sert.

A Co.

The Kind You Have Always Bought» and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one todeceive you in tills.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and " Just-as-good" are Tnifc
that trifle with and endanger the health of

Oastorla is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups* It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is ità guarantee. It destroys Worms

you so?
time.
a close examination
nvi'ivii·
My 1, 2. 1, 13. 14 was the god of ridi- sugar.
he said to me the other day: "If all my
The subacril>er hereby give» notice that lie
STRAWBKBKY TRIFLE.
cule and raillery.
scholars were like you I would shut up has been duly appointed ml m In 1st rutin· of the
Put into a bowl one and a balf cupfuls my school this very day." That shows estate of
My 0, 10. !> was the god of flocks and
LYDIA 9. LU DDKS', late of Canton,
of berries, one cupful of sugar and the that I know enough.
shepben's.
In the County of Oxford,
deceased, and
of aa egg. Beat this with a wire
All jwrsons
von bonde λ' (he law directe.
My whole was a mountain sacred to white
the estate of said de·
A good complexion is impossible with
whisk until stiff enough to hold ite
demande
against
,vlnç1 are desired to
for setApollo and the muses.
name
the
present
shape. Pile lightly on a dish and chill it the stomach out of order. If pasty sal- cease·
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
Then when ready to serve low people would pay more attention to to
on the ice.
make payment lmmndln'«lv.
Χ <>. 181.—IJroppfd Préfixé·.
ADELBKRT DELANO.
surround with macaroons. Serve with their stomachs and loss to the skin on
May 8th, 1906.
1. Drop h prefix from a guide and
their faces, they would have better comwhipped cream.
will
for
find a proposition.
Kodol
Dyspupeia
plexions.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
STRAWBERRY BAVABIAN CRKAM.
2. Drop a prefix from stay and find
digest what you eat and put your stom- In the matter of
)
for
Soak half a package of gelatine
ach back in right shape to do its own
HaHKY A. LANE,
the sea.
I In Bankruptcy.
two hours in half a cupful of cold water. work. Kodol relieves palpitation of the
Bankrupt- )
3. Drop a prefix from determine and Mash one
one
large heart, flatulence, sour stomach, heart To the Hon. Clabence Hale, Judge of tho
quart of berries and
find to clear up.
District Court of the United States for the
cupful of sugar together, and let stand burn, etc. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co. District
of Maine :
to a
cream
of
one
one hour.
pint
Whip
a LANE, of l'aris. In the CounsucAn Essay on Friendship.
'•You have been wonderfully
froth. Strain the juice from the berries,
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said
for
District,
respectfully represents, that on
as
much
as
in
cessful
possible
Au En;;î! !· schoolboy recently wrote pressing through
evadin^the responsibility
the 16th day of Dec., lai-t paît, he was duly
the following essay on "Friendship:" without the seeds. Pour on the gelatine your country's boycott agaiust American adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
water and when goods.11
relating to bankruptcy; that h.; lia» duly sur"A frieud is one who kuows all about half a cupful of bailing
rendered all his property snd rights of property,
it is dissolved strain it into tho straw"Yes," answered Mr. Li Lo, the emi- and
has fully compiled with all the requirement»
you aud likes you ull the same." If
Piace the dish in a pan of nent Chinese statoxmau. "I learned two of said Acts
and of the ο tiers of Court torching
there is anything more to be said on berry juice.
ice water and beat until it is as thick very valuable things while studying bis bankruptcy.
the subject we can't imagine what It and soft as custard, and then stir in the civilized life at Washington, the two-step
Wherefore he prays, that lie m'y be decree·!
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
may be.
whipped cream. Turn into a mold and and the side-step."
debts provable against his estate under said
with
Serve
harden.
to
whipped
set away
bankruptcy Acts, except <u h debts as are exΕ ΙΟ by Him.
cepted by law from such discharge.
cream around it and decorate the top
I >ated this 9th lav of May, A. D. 1906.
Mrs. Tatum Mr. tarts
Important te Mother·.
with a few berries. This recipe makes
HARKY A. LANK, Bankrupt.
Λ ml suspected Master Tatum:
bottle of CASTOHIA,
Examine
can be
so
it
carefully
two
every
quarts,
very nearly
ORDER OF NOTICE TUEKKO.\.
Ashed him what he took 'cm 4.
a safe and sure remedy for Infants and children,
for the use of a small family.
halved
District of Maine, as.
Frankly he replied, "I 8 'em."
and see that it
—Catholic Standard and Time·.
On this 12th day of May, A. D. 1906, on readSTBAWBKBBY SAUCE FOR BAKED PUDing the foregoing petition. It Is
DING.
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
Key to the Pussier.
A. D
upon tho same on the 1st day of June,
half a cupful of butter
Cream
together
1900, before said Court at Portland, in said l>lsNo. 105.—Pyramid: 1. S. 2. Apt. 3.
and one and one-half cupfnls of powder- la Use For Over 80 Tear·.
trirt,at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and tlmt
Trite.
4. Ingrate. 3. Refracted,
β.
notice thereof be publlf-hed In The Oxford Demed sugar. Then add the yolk of one egg
The Kind Tot Bave Always Boo*ht.
*
ocrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
Equableness.
and a enpful of crushed berries just at
that all known creditors, and other persons In
No. 100.
Catch Puzzle: C-rL+l'-fO. serving time.
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
Wife—Before we were married you and
show cause, If any they have, why the
Clio (one of the nine muses).
STBAWBEBBY ICE CBEAM.
used to write me letters eight and ten praver of snld petitioner should not be granted.
No. 107.—Charade: Script, yours—
A nd It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
when
away,
and
go
Now,
yon
paces long.
Crush two quarts of strawberries
shall send bv mail to all known creditors
notes of half a Clerk
Scriptures.
mix two cupfuls of sugar thoroughly you just send me little
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
No. 108.—A Shakespearean Acrostic:
at their places of residence as stated.
ihem
half
to
stand
them
pose.
through them, letting
tlie Hon. Clabenck Hale, Judge
Initials
Coriolanus.
1. Cordelia.
2. an hour or until the sugar is thoroughly
Husband—Um—my dear, I am—er— ofWl.ness
aald Court, and the teal thereof, at Portthe
so
In
Octavia. 3. Rosalind. 4. Iago. 5. Ophe- dissolved; then put them into a large trying to economize on letter paper,
said
District, on the 12th day of May,
land,
for my little A. D. 1906.
lia. 0. I.ysander. 7. Antonio. 8. Nerie- square of cheesecloth, hold it over a as to have more money
JAMES K. IIKWEY, Clerk.
[L.S.]
bowl and squeeze as long as any juice or duckie darling to spend.
sa. U. Ursula. 10. Sebastian.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
the
Ε. HEWEY,Clerk
come
will
AtteatJAMES
Empty
through.
1«H>.
No.
Easy Anagram: Table, pulp and
Have you pains in the back, inflammaseeds
pulp into a pan and pour on
fainting
tion
of
rheumatism,
lamp, chair.
any kind,
STATE OF ΠΑΙΝΕ.
milk, stir it
gradually about one pint ofthen
Hoi·
No. 110.- Name Puzzle: Archibald well
Offlcs of Board of State Assessors.
squeeze spells, indigestion or constipation,
through the pulp<
makes
Tea
Mountain
lister1·
you
vou
Augusta, May 7,1906.
until
Rocky
Bell.
again through the cheese-cloth
Notice Is hereby given that the State Assessors
F. A.
35
cents.
well.
to
Add
you
well,
keeps
left.
of
seeds
No. 111.—ideographical Cube:
have only a ball
will be In session at the Court House In South
Paris on Tuesday, the 22nd day or Mav. at 9
all this juice from one to three pinta of Shurtleff Λ Co.
1andovkr2
o'c'ock, A. M„ Court room In Kumfori Falls on
cream, and sugar it until very sweet.
wife?
O
Thursday, the 24th day of May, atOo'cock, A.
A
Ν
Jinks—How's your
Preeze as usual.
ι. D. 1996, In the county of Oxford, to seΜ
Τ
Binks—My wife is lost to sight, to cure Information to enable
L
them to adjust and
PIE.
STBAWBEBBY
dear.
memory
w
Ε
κ
equalize valuations of all Wild Land property
I
never In the several townships In said county In acdear
cover
and
fellow,
crust
rich
a
Jinks—Why,
my
Make quite
pie
κ
τ
I
cordance with the law of thl« State
the plate with it (roll it out very thin.) heard your wife was dead!
An eff.ot Is being made by this Hoard, nndcr a
θ
Τ
Β
Binks—She isn't. I'm paying her |50 reso ve f the last .Legislature to verify and
a little rim all around the top of
Make
Β 7
8 Ρ R υ I S I A4
perfect, as far as practicable, a proper descripthe plate to hold in the juices, All the a week alimony.
V
tion of each parcel of wild land In town«h!j s ni t
A
center with bread crusts and bake in a
and you are urgently request'··! to
For a painful burn there is nothing incorporate)!,
I
I
attend tbls meeting, and render unto us what
quick oven; when done, remove the like DeWitt's
There Information
Hazel
Salve.
Witch
ΟΙ
S
which
you possess In relation to the decrusts and fill with strawberries
DeWitt'i scription ana location of the wild lands which
are a host of Imitations of
NT
L
have been rolled in sugar. Beat the
an estimate of their fair value.
and
own,
Witch Hazel Salvo on tho market—see you
Ο Ο
■
whites of three eggs very stiff, adding
F.M.SIMPSON,
) Board of
the genuine. Ask for Dethat
get
you
State
of
OTIS HAYEOKD,
three tablespoonfuls
powdered sugar,
5YUCATAX0
for sunburn, cuts,
Κ POTTLE, ) Assessors.
Witt's.
too,
KG
Good,
UEO
the
to
return
the
this over
berries,
spread
for
bru ilea, and especially recommended
No. 112.—Diamond: 1. R. 2. Net. S.
JAMES PLUMMKR, Clerk.
oven and leave it only long enough to
The name £. C. De Witt <& Co.,
Rebus. 4. Tuu. 5. 8.
brown slightly. Serve cold and with piles.
A.
F.
Sold
box.
i§
on
by
every
Chicago.
No. 113.-Additioua: 1. Huth-lees. 2. cream, if preferred.
Shurtleff A Co.
Peace-able. 3. Tru-ant.

CHANDLER.

W'.

Barred

L. M. TUFTS,

class feed for pigs.
to dispose of it.

bc-l Har<1 Wood K'.oor Hoards for sale.

West Suui a

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Nichols St.,

fc

Γ.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

wDLuit,

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Mouldings %tl.
a

e. w. m

NORWAY.

If lu w:.nt of any tlnd of Finish for Inside or
wort, sen ) In your order· Pine Lam
>jer an 1 Shingles on band Cheap for Caah.

Mats, Mirrors

and Oil

Telephone Connection.

Also Window & Door Frames.

and Pictures,
&

NASH,

fact, our family physician.

Yours very truly,
MRS. ETTA M. PACKARD,
Ripley, Me.

What is CASTORIA

—

Edgings,

are, in

ance.

HARRY

Commercial Brains

They

ΡΒΟΒΔ.ΤΕ NOTICE!*.
Machines and Records.
all peinons interested In either of the estatehereinafter name·! :
Miss Passay—He was talking to you
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, In Call and hear them talk.
about me, wasn't he?
and for the County of Oxford, on the second
Miss Knox—Yes. He asked me if you Tuesday of May, lo the year of our Lord one
The followthousand nine hundred and six.
were 35 yet, and I said certainly not.
ing matter having been presented for the action
Miss Passay—What a ridiculous ques- thereupon hereinafter Indicated, U Is hereby
OBOERKD:
tion!
That notice thereof l>e given to all persona In- SOUTH
MAINE.
PARIS,
Mise Knox—Just what I told him. I terested
by causing a copy of this order to br
to
her
said: "How long do you expect
three weeks successively in the Ox
published
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South TRY A
be 35?"
Paris, in said County, tnat they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Paris, ou the
Nasal Catarrh, an inflammation of the third Tuesdty of June, A. D. 1900, at » of the
delicate membrane lining the air pass- clock la the forenoon, and be heard thereon it
they see cause.
ages, is not curod by any mixtures takKVA H. HARLOW, lute of Cant..n, debased;
Don't waste time
en into the stomach.
for ihc appointment of Adcitwri Dc uno
Take Ely's Cream Balm petition
on thom.
or some other suitable |ier-wn as adm'nlstrator
EITHER
the
that
so
the
fevered,
οΓ said deceased, presented by
nostrils,
of
estate
th><
through
swollen tissues are reachcd at once. Ebenezer Harlow, «ldower.
Never mind how long you havo suffered
or
CLARA K. U4UKOS of Rumford; petition
nor how often you have been disappoint- for change of name to Mara K. Rowc, presented
E.
said
Clar.t
Uagnon.
ed, we know Ely's Croam Balm will by
and be convinced they
before
SAMUEL P. DAILEY, late of Canton, decure you as it has cured others by the
and
final account for allowance and are the BEST.
Bret
ceased;
cent*.
All druggiets, 50
thousand.
wl low's petition for allowance presented by
Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, Nellie F. Dalley, widow and administratrix.
Also agent for Harrows, CultivatNew York.
BENJAMIN F. VIRGIN, late of Mexico, deceased; first account ore ented for allowance by ors and
Papa—Is the teacher satisfied with Ueorge W. Brown, administrator.

With tbe yolks of Ave eggs, one quart
of milk, half a cupful of sugar and half a
teaspoonful of vanilla make a boiled
custard. Beat up very stiffly the whites
of the eggs. Take oue pint of berries,
crush and strain them and mix with
tbi-m half a cupful of eugar and a little
Beat this
more if the fruit is very acid.
gradually into the beaten whites of the
eggs. Fill glass cups half full with the
custard, heaping on top the strawberry
This makes a very delicato desSTBAWBEBBY

(he most money.
"I," said the younger, "belong to one
of the oldest and most exclusive fam-

β

our cocoa

but cocoa.

Quite promptly I'm obeyed, and—ye·;
'Tis only fair to say—
My master hangs me right and left.
And him I must obey.

Dear Sirs:—
We have used "L. F." Bitters in our !
Two roosters who had lived together
family for a long time, and consider |
In great happiness for many years got them indispensable for all liver and
Into a discussion over which was worth stomach troubles.

ground.

whip.

No. 1ÏO

,ue than beef.

Tlie Measure
OF

tropical

The Jails and maids arrested stand
And watch and wait and wonder.

I·am.composed

tree.

times more food val·

by F. A. ShunleiT Λ Co.

—

the trunk

and limbs of a deli-

Kodol Digests What You Eat.

Sol·.!

on

1

No. 11».—Rlddl·.
Two heads I have, and when my voice
Is heard afar like thunder

j

9, 1904.

Uncle Mose said, insah! Ef dut mule's mo'
ole, ah hopis he dies fo'

Upon visiting his stable the next day,
Uncle Mose was struck with consternation to find his animal stretched lifeless
du the
"Look at dat, now!" he cxclaimed,
with intense disgust, "What yo' think o'
dat? Never did see sich er fool mule—
couldn't eben take er 111' joke lack dat!"

BTBAWBEBBIE8.

STBAWBEBBY

1. Behead a river and bave severed.
2. Behead a plan and bave an animal.

COA

'an six vara
rnawnin'!"

■

J

February

dignantly. "No,

Use as many cupfuls as you think you
have persons to serve and In the bottom
of each one put a few large berries and
No. 110.—Book Problem.
then fill the cups half full with lemon
I am a book of eleven chapters and jelly, which can be made in this way:
consecutive
Each
242
contain
Soak half a box of gelatine in half a cuppages.
chapter contains one page more than ful of cold water until soft, then add one
of
its predecessor. IIow many pages does pint of boiling water, one cupful
lemon juice, a little more than one cupeach "chapter contain?
ful of sugar, and the well-beaten yolks of
two eggs; strain this and pour on the
No. 117.—Doable Acrontlc.
berries and set the cups on the ice.
Ye little folks, all hide your gold;
When ready to serve, invert each mold
Here comes u robber fierce and bold.
on an individual sauce plate, and pour
A traitor follows In his wake ;
made
"Gainst him who can precautions, take? around the base a little rich syrup
From earth to heaven your eyes now with strawberry juice and sugar.
raise;
STBAWBEBBY FBITTEBS.
A constellation claims your gase.
Beat one egg very light, and pour into
A water fowl next calls to you;
"What is my name? Come; tell It true." it one cupful of sweet milk and add one
"Ami what Is raine?" from o'er the sea
tablespoonful of sugar. Into this dip
A country culls. What cun it be?
slices of stale sponge cake out into neat
A lovely tlow'rct wants to know
pieces. Fry in hot butter, arrange on a
If you can loll her how to grow.
bot plate and heap each fritter with
A vengeful tyrant-waits to hear
Serve with
and sugar.
His name (how Infamous) plain and strawberries
cream, either plain or whipped, if preclear.
ferred.
A gallant ship now shouts: "Ahoy!
Come; hoard me. every girl ofnd boy."
Initials: A celebrated poet's name.
Finals: Contemporary of the some.

No eppotlte, loss ot strength, nervousheadache. constipation, bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol cures indigestion. This new discovery représenta the natural juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Ball of Ravenjwood. W. Va., says:—
**

JELLIED

j

That's What "L F." Costs

"Dat mule?"

CH A Κ LOTTE BUSSE.

Make a light sponge cake and, if you
can, bake it in a tin with a centre tube.
When tbe cake is oool remove some of
the centre and fill with sweetened berries, adding sweetened whipped cream
over the top, and then scatter a fow tine
berries over the cream.

THAYER'S

The Two Roosters

Family Physician for 35e* !

No Sense of Humor.
(Harper's Weekly.)
An old darkey owned a small and ansient mule, but which, at a casual question as to the price at which it was held,
t>ecaroe suddenly endowed with all the
virtues of the best blood of Kontucky.
"But he is at least twenty years old,
uncle," the would-be purchaser pro-

dish.

STBAWBEBBY

Wool

8TBAWBEBB1ES.

the beaten white
oi an egg and then in powdered sugar.
It may possibly be necessary to dip them
twice in order to get the proper frosting.
Put tbem on the ice to harden and serve
piled up on a glass dish. If cherries
prepared in the same way are mixed
with them it adds to the beauty of the

ABBOTT, West Paris, Maine.

ON

Strawberries.

SHOBTCAKE.

8ΤΗΛ WBEBBY

Make

CBYSTALL1ZED

STAND THE TEST

A LOW PRICE

with

Dip large berries into

a new one every year or
than any other separator. You dont have to buy
skimming all the time.
two. And remember : the U. S. does tbe cleanest
It is sold by
Examine tbe U. S. yourself and »ee its good point*.

A. J.

do

to

111· pooket.
"
"Draw a card, please, he said, selectng a victim. "Thank you. Now please
ring up Harlem 128,466. Ask for Miss
Brown. Request her to tell you what
sard you hold In your hand."
The victim, mumbling a protest about
runners for mind readers, did as be was
wked. "Gee, she told me the right
sard, all right," be annouqced with some

Ad ΛοΙπ>*1 Story For
Little PolKs

|

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
H'iM >T|T—>—

1

"T >

r-»

CASTORIA ForlnfantsindCHdria.
Ik (UYn Han Allais l«M

-p. IV»

Bears th·

8T"

-^T.

TT.

